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Chapter 1

Introduction
The growing interest in applications of micro-nano scale
devices in many applications has diversified the market demand
towards batch production of multi material micro parts. Therefore,
innovative integration and development of knowledge base for scaling
up of production by precision manufacturing technologies to ensure
effective industrial utilization has become the primary focused area of
micro-nano scale manufacturing research. Various techniques exist
to design and fabricate devices and ancillaries at micro-scale.
Significant ones include lithography exclusively used in IC and MEMS
fabrication, LIGA, additive processes like chemical and physical
vapor deposition and material removal processes like etching and
micro-machining. Whereas material removal processes like etching,
hot jet cutting etc uses a medium like some chemical or gas to
perform the desired objective, micro-machining basically focuses on
removal of material by continuous contact between machining tool
and work-piece. In contact machining processes better accuracy of
machining can be ensured due to the fact that the user is able to
manipulate number of parameters rather than a few as in case of
non-contact machining process. For example in hot jet machining a
user can monitor the temperature and speed of the air used for
ablation process only and can not precisely focus on a single point at
micro scale on the work-piece undergoing machining process. On the
1

contrary, in micro turning which is a contact based material removal
process, a user is able to manipulate and change a number of tool
and wok-piece parameters like feed, depth of cut, spindle RPM, tool
nose radius and precise position coordinates of tool and work piece.
Contact micro machining processes have thus gained significance
and popularity in research as well as in industry. The successful
adaptation of material removal processes such as turning and milling
that uses cutting tools having geometrically defined cutting edges,
have shown significant potential for producing accurate simple holes
to a complex 3D features.

1.1 Micro turning: An overview
Micro turning is a micro-scale contact material removal process
where a stationary tool feeds against a rotating work piece. In the
process removal of material in layer occurs from the work-piece. The
nose radius of tool used in micro turning is in range of microns and
hence in one pass the material removed is also in order of the same.
Figure 1.1 shows a typical set up for micro turning process.

1.2 Micro turning: Issues and challenges
The micro turning differs from the conventional macro scale
turning process in terms of unit volume removal, cutting tool size,
machine size, fixturing, etc. As unit removal size (chip thickness)
decreases, and ratio of features to be machined and size of micro
structure of work material to the tool dimension becomes small in
micro- turning, size effect would change the machining physics [1].

2

Figure 1.1 A typical set up of micro turning (Adapted from Mikrotools
company website)
Effects of tool edge geometry, grain size and orientation, amorphous
and crystallization structures, etc considered to have little or no
influence at larger scales become dominant factors in micro turning.
For example, while cutting mechanism in conventional sizes is
believed to be primarily shearing in front of the tool, micro turning
relies on more complicated mechanism based on the degree of size
effect measured due to different ratio of depth of cut to the tool edge
radius. As a result of smaller chip thickness (< 2ȝm) thrust force is
larger than the cutting forces, indicating a transition from cutting to
ploughing [2]. It is believed that the ploughing force significantly
contributes to strain rate [3]. In addition to the chip thickness, material
micro structure does play a significant role, machining can not be
3

treated as isotropic and homogeneous. Micro turning on various
materials prove that the cutting mechanisms are very different for
polycrystalline, single crystal or amorphous materials, and for brittle
or ductile materials [4].
In addition, micro turning demands miniaturization of machines,
because conventional machine tools impose several operational
difficulties in micro parts manufacturing. For example, tool holding,
work holding and inertia forces become bottleneck in material
removal processes. On the other hand positioning of work/ tool at
desired precision would need improved stages with submicron/ micronano travel resolution, which is difficult to obtain over larger travel
length.

Therefore, miniaturization of machining system becomes

obvious, and the concept of micro factories that integrates machinery,
processing, and control systems are becoming reality [5]. The system
design aspects such as repeatability, rigidity, stiffness of micro
machines etc. further made understanding on micro metal cutting
complex. As in practice none of the existing materials can be
perfectly stiff, and hence deformation results in the tool and tool
holder (shank) during micro-cutting operations subject to forces
arising due to contact machining process. Such elastic deformations
are insignificant at macro scale but tend to be a challenging issue at
micro scale. These elastic deformations results in inaccuracy of the
machining process and in addition seriously limits surface integrity of
the machined surface.
Furthermore, the strain and temperature induced on the
miniature tool due to friction and cutting forces results in tool failure.
Due to infinitesimal tool size the stress induced on the tool due to
4

contact machining forces of magnitude in order of only a few Newton,
becomes abysmally large. This results in shear and enormous strain
getting induced on the tool leading in tool fatigue and subsequent
breakage. Unnecessary inconveniences and unexpected shutdowns
are faced at batch production centers which seriously hampers
productivity and hence economy.
To sum up, today micro turning demands following solutions to
ever existing problems• Achievement of accuracy of machining process.
• Preservation of surface integrity resulting in better and smooth
machined surface.
• Mitigation of tool failure with emphasis on estimation of it in
advance before it occurs to an appreciable extent.

1.3 Summary
• Micro turning refers to process of removal of material from a
rotating spindle fed on a stationary tool with tool nose radius in
microns.
• Micro turning today suffers from limitations pertaining to
accuracy, surface integrity and tool breakage.

1.4 Organization of the book
The book is divided into seven chapters.
Chapter 1 provides an introduction of micro material removal process
and the issues related with such processes at micro scale with
special emphasis to micro turning process.

5

Chapter 2 deals with existing literature with similar work conducted in
this arena at macro scale. Further supporting theory for the
procedures used in this work viz. Pattern recognition, photoelastic
methodology and fiber Bragg grating sensor has been described in
detail.
Chapter 3 defines the problem and scope of the work. In this chapter
the proposed methodologies for health monitoring of micro turning
process has been stated.
Chapter 4 deals with the pattern recognition approach for evaluation
of machine stiffness and material constants. The experimental set up,
development of algorithm for pattern recognition and related results
for the values of machine stiffness and material constants are also
described.
Chapter 5 describes the experimental photoelastic methodology for
evaluation of shear stress on the tool in real time. Development of
photoelastic set up, selection of proper photoelastic coating material
and development of MATLAB program to assess induced shear
stress map using procured images has been described in great detail.
Chapter 6 deals with procurement of temperature at tool tip during
machining process using fiber Bragg grating sensor. The relationship
of induced temperature at tool tip with machining conditions and
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influence of increase in tool tip temperature on surface integrity of
machine surface has also been assessed.
Finally, the book is concluded in chapter 7.

7

Chapter 2

Literature review
Effective health monitoring of micro turning process, deals with
minimization of tool breakage, enhancement of accuracy, and
preservation of surface integrity of the machined surface. Significant
amount of work has been conducted by various researchers related
to prevention of tool breakage, improvement of accuracy and
preservation of surface integrity in turning process at macro scale.
Hayashi et al. [7] have proposed a generic method for detection of
tool breakage in metal removal processes by monitoring ultrasonic
vibrations. They claimed the fact that the amplitude and frequency of
vibrations in material removal processes are influenced by state of
health of the tool. Tarng [8] used cutting force measurement as a
parameter for detection of tool breakage. In his work, he considered a
threshold value of cutting force resulting in tool breakage by studying
the cutting force signals. Whereas the stated claims emphasized on
experimental approach and could detect tool breakage after the
damage was significant, Cho et al [9] used vector machine learning
based approach which takes multiple parameters of machining
process as input and generate a learning based preventive measure
to mitigate tool breakage in advance. Similar approach was adapted
in [10] which uses neural network based approach to process the
cutting force signals in time domain and takes a decision effective to
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counter tool breakage. Accuracy in the process to prevent tool
breakage was claimed to be 92 percent.
Principle same as [8] was used by Beggan et al. [11], to ensure
surface finish in machining process. Thus similar methodology used
for detection of tool breakage was also effective in a different domain,
surface engineering. Haron [12] studied the surface integrity of
turning process subject to hard-to-machine titanium alloy as turning
material. The mentioned work dealt extensively on macro structural
evaluation of surface integrity in turning process and hence micro
structural surface integrity was not reported. In order to address these
shortcomings, Orrego et al. [13] dealt extensively with effect of
variation of cutting speed and feed rate on microstructural surface
integrity of turning process. They performed process experiments on
austenite phase stainless steel alloys and linked the operating
parameters with induced surface roughness.
From the methods mentioned above, it can be inferred that a
single methodology cannot ensure addressing of all problems
pertaining to a machining process. Further, none of the methods
mentioned in literature deals with addressing of all issues
simultaneously at micro scale. Due to size factor of micro material
removal process, a bottleneck always arises in monitoring all
parameters of the process which can ensure perfect results. These
limitations and challenges inspired the authors to propose a
combination of theoretical and experimental methodologies which can
easily be integrated together irrespective of size limitations at microscale and can abdicate the existing limitations of micro turning
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process thus ensuring effective process monitoring. The available
literature linked with similar methodologies is explained next.

2.1 Machine

stiffness

and

material

constants: Significance
The stiffness of an elastic body is defined as the resistance
offered by it to deformation due to applied force. Machine stiffness
here refers to the resistance offered by the tool and tool holder of
micro turning machine to micro scale deformation due to induced
cutting forces. Deformation related problems cause displacement in
the tool tip and hence required depth of cut and precision is not
achieved in the process. So it becomes essential to assess real time
machine stiffness during micro turning operation, so that proper
accuracy of the process can be ensured.
Material constants are equally important in machining process
as they affect the entire machining dynamics. Material properties of
tool and work piece are reflected as material constants. Proper
knowledge of these parameters can assure fidelity of the machining
process. In order to calculate these parameters in real time a pattern
recognition based approach has been used, which is depicted briefly
in the section 2.3. Before the approach is depicted, the mathematical
model of micro turning process used for assessment of force patterns
is described next.
The mathematical model of micro turning process developed by
Piotroswaka et al. [14] has been used for assessment of theoretical
patterns used in the pattern recognition algorithm. The detailed
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derivation can be found in Appendix 1. For better understanding of
the readers, the final equations are presented here.
Nomenclature
vf

Feed velocity

ap

Depth of cut

lh

Length of tool holder

Kex

Machine stiffness in X-direction

Key

Machine stiffness in Y-direction

įx

Deflection of tool tip in X-direction

įy

Deflection of tool tip in Y-direction

r

Radius of work piece

bİ

Width of tool in X-Y plane

Ar

Frictional area during machining process

d

Displacement of turning tool on work piece surface

Cf, Cc, Cr Material related constants affecting the machining
dynamics
Note- Symbols bearing superscript ‘a’ denotes its dependence on
machining time. For example apa(t) denotes instantaneous depth of
cut varying with time.
.

d a (t ) = vaf (t )

(2.1)

.

δ x (t ) = v f − v af (t )

(2.2)
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(2.4)

.

c

δ y (t ) = cy ««(v f − vaf (t ))(r − ³ vaf (τ )dτ ) − δ x (t )vaf (t )»»
.

+ cr Ar (t )
Key

³

.

vaf (t ) =

.

v f − vaf (t )(1+ cx aap (t ))
cx aap (t )

(2.5)

cr, cy, cx are the constants where:

c f bε
Kex

(2.6)

c y = cc 2π
Key

(2.7)

cx =

įx and įy are the displacements of tool on the work piece in X and Y.
These differential equations are solved with the following initial
conditions: įx(0)= 0, įy(0)= 0, apa(0)= ap, vfa(0)= 0, da(0)= 0.
The next section deals with literature related to pattern
recognition which uses a theoretical pattern and an experimental
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pattern for matching using a set of rules. The theoretical pattern is
obtained from mathematical model depicted in this section.

2.2 Pattern

recognition:

Overview

and

applications
Pattern recognition methods

deal with the process of

recognizing and matching two patterns out of which one is essentially
obtained from a mathematical model or theory and the other is
procured from a sensor in real time. [15]
The theoretical pattern is governed by a known relationship or
more specifically a mathematical equation. Further the equation
bears some constant and variable parameters. The observed pattern
can also be described using a mathematical equation. In real time
operation of a system, generally it becomes impossible to evaluate
the exact mathematical relationship for the observed pattern. Pattern
matching algorithm allows the user to match the two mentioned
patterns. In this process the exact mathematical relationship along
with the constants and variables present in the relationship gets
evaluated at exact match of the patterns. A generic block diagram for
pattern matching is depicted in Figure 2.1.
In matching patterns between two images, the issue lies with
registering of transformation (i.e. rotation, scaling and translational)
parameters. It is usually impossible to determine the transformation
that maps an arbitrary point coordinates of first image to the
corresponding coordinates of the point in the second image, unless
they are spare set of points and are unique from their neighbors [16].
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Figure 2.1 Schematic representing pattern matching process
In image processing literature, there are several approaches
including template matching [17], pre-assumption of certain points in
the regions [18], and clustering [19] etc. have been developed.
Therefore, in order to match two patterns initially the algorithm must
search for distinct features in both the pattern to be matched. The
selection of feature is user dependent but must be distinct,
interpretable and stable [15].
In our application of micro turning, variation of cutting forces
(cut force and feed force) with machining time are plotted. The
theoretical patterns for cut and feed forces were adapted from
mathematical model of micro turning process [14] whereas real time

14

plots for forces during machining were procured using dynamometer.
These plots are typically X-Y scatter plots, in which the independent
variable i.e. time is used for X-axis and cut/feed forces induced during
metal cutting are dependent variables plotted along Y-axis.
Therefore, in our work the image has been fragmented into distinctive
patterns such as different slopes (rising and falling segment slope),
points corresponding to convexity, starting and end points. These
patterns from measured plots and reference plots are compared in
pair and the error between them are computed in terms of Euclidean
distance. Next a rule base alters the constant parameters present in
the mathematical relationship of theoretical pattern. By doing so the
algorithm finds an exact match between the theoretical and observed
patterns and provides the correct values of these constant
parameters viz. machine stiffness and material related constants as
its output on match of these patterns. As the entire methodology
consists of pattern matching between measured and reference plots
of cutting forces v/s time (computation of Euclidean distance) and
reverse calculation of machine stiffness response and material
constants using mathematical model together, hence is called as
‘Comparative Pattern Error Adjustment’ algorithm. This would in turn
facilitate process control engineers to re-adjust the machining
conditions such that metal cutting dynamics could be maintained over
entire machining period. The pattern recognition based approach thus
solves the problem of assessment of machine stiffness and material
related constants. This enhances accuracy of the machining process
but does not account for tool damage inherent in case of micro
machining. In order to prevent tool damage stress induced on the tool
15

in real time needs to be evaluated. Photoelastic methodology has
been used in this work to reach at the objective. The supporting
literature pertaining to the same has been explained next.

2.3 Photoelastic

method:

Theory

and

supporting literature
Photoelasticity is a well known and established phenomenon to
evaluate stress on a material experimentally. The phenomenon is
based on the property of birefringence, an unique property exhibited
by few materials like calcite, plastics, glass, sapphire etc, showing
double indices of refraction when stress is induced on the material.
Thus a stressed birefringent material shows different phase
retardations to the incident light in different directions. This property is
exploited to form stress optic law which is given by Equation 2.8.

R = Ct (σ11 −σ 22 )

(2.8)

where,
R is the induced retardation.
C is the stress optic coefficient.
t is the specimen thickness.
ı11 and ı22 are the principal stresses.
The recorded birefringence due to induced stresses along with
a set of mathematical equations is used to calculate the stress map of
a body. Previous attempts and results related to evaluation of
machining stresses using photoelastic technique can be found in
Amini [20], Bagchi et al. [21], Chandrasekharan et al. [22] and Law et
al. [23]. Whereas authors in [20, 21 and 22] have presented their
16

work using tools made up of photoelastic materials like epoxy and
sapphire, in [23] stresses have been calculated by loading the
machining tool under simulated conditions and hence stress under
real time conditions were not reported. The evaluation of shear
stresses on a metallic micro turning tool dynamically using
photoelastic coating method has not been yet claimed in literature. In
this work, stress on a metallic micro turning tool using photoelasticity
has been successfully evaluated. In order to perform photoelastic
experiments the material undergoing stress testing must be
birefringent. Further an instrument called polariscope is needed in
order to capture and record the fringe patterns subject to stress
induced birefringence. To maintain integrity of the book we explain
nature of stress and their conventions, birefringent materials and
types of existing polariscope used for photoelastic stress analysis.

2.3.1 Stress and its distribution in a material
Stress can be defined as the internal forces acting inside a
deformable body. Unlike pressure which is the force per unit area
acting in the direction of applied force, stress can act in any direction
and arises due to number of factors like externally applied forces,
internal forces due to change in material properties and micro
structural interactions. Stress is a tensor quantity viz. it has one
magnitude and more than one direction unlike a vector which has a
magnitude and a direction. The multiplicity of directions results in
expressing the stress at a point inside a body using a matrix and the
matrix is known as stress tensor matrix. The stress tensor matrix is
denoted in the form as shown in Equation 2.9.
17

σ

ªσ
« xx
= ««σ yx
«σ
«¬ zx

σ xy σ xz º» ª«σ xx τ xy τ xz º»
σ yy σ yz »» = ««τ yx σ yy τ yz »»
σ zy σ zz »»¼ ««¬ τ zx τ zy σ zz »»¼

(2.9)

Where, ıxx, ıyy and ızz are the principal stresses and other terms are
the shear stresses. Principal stresses are the stresses acting along
the principal directions of the body. Principal directions are the
directions along which the component of shear stress is zero. The
eigenvalues of the stress tensor matrix signify the principal stresses
and the corresponding eigenvectors signify the principal directions.
Shear stress can be defined physically as the component of stress
coplanar with cross section of the material. In general, shear stress
results in material fatigue and hence failure. Thus it becomes
essential to control shear stress generated in material to increase
material life.

2.3.2

Birefringent materials: Properties and applications
The phenomenon of change in phase retardation to incident

light in different directions when a material is subjected to stress is
known as stress induced birefringence. Due to birefringence, the
polarization vector of a light ray changes. The change in polarization
depends on amount of birefringence which is denoted by stress optic
coefficient of the material. To have an insight of birefringence we
depict here states of polarization of light and the manner in which
they change due to the property. Most commonly considered
polarization states are Linear or plane polarization, Circular
polarization and Elliptical polarization. Polarization refers to the
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direction of oscillation of light wave. For any electromagnetic wave
including light, the electric field vector and magnetic field vector both
are perpendicular to the direction of propagation of wave and are also
perpendicular to each other. Usually the electric field vector is
considered for deciding the polarization of wave as magnetic field
vector can be denoted in terms of it and hence is neglected. The
electric field vector is divided into components in 2 directions viz. X
and Y, the Z direction shows its direction of propagation. The
Lissajous pattern corresponding to the components of electric field
vector denotes the polarization. Figure 2.2 (a) shows a plane
polarized light formed by the electric field vector components in X and
Y directions. Figure 2.2 (b) shows how a circularly polarized light is
formed and Figure 2.2 (c) shows how different phase retardation to a
circularly polarized light lead to formation of elliptically polarized light,
which forms the basis of birefringence.
It can thus be inferred that stress induced birefringence is
observed due to change in polarization of incident light on a
birefringent material. Such materials exist in a myriad depending on
specific application and environment where the testing is to be carried
out. Examples of few commonly used materials include araldite
(epoxy based resins), catalin, urethane, synthetic rubber etc. Araldite
and catalin are materials possessing high Young’s modulus in the
range 3000-4000 MPa. Whereas high Young’s modulus materials in
the range 1000-7000 MPa are suitable for static photoelastic
experiments i.e. static loading, materials with low Young’s modulus in
the range 0.01-10 MPa [24] are used in dynamic photoelasticity.
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Figure 2.2 (a) Plane polarized light (b) Circularly polarized light (c)
Elliptically polarized light after passing the circularly polarized light
through birefringent material.
The reason behind this is the velocity of stress wave
propagating through a material is equal to the square root of ratio of
Young’s modulus and density. The density of mentioned materials
used as photoelastic coatings does not vary much and lies in the
range 900-1200 Kg/m3. Thus Young’s modulus becomes the deciding
factor for value of stress wave velocity in such materials and hence
its high value leads to greater stress velocity. In photoelastic
experiments the velocity of stress wave propagating in the material is
seen as photoelastic fringes. In dynamic applications if the fringes
(image patterns) generated due to stress or load changes fast,
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compared to frame rate of camera of polariscope, the images
captured by camera becomes blurred. So in dynamic applications, it
becomes mandatory to use materials which possess low stress wave
velocity of order 200m/sec as stated in [25]. This fact is satisfied only
if the Young’s modulus of material used for photoelastic coating is
low. Examples of commonly used low Young’s modulus materials are
urethane and synthetic rubber. Urethane has poor machinability.
Synthetic rubber possesses poor photoelastic sensitivity and is not
defined quantitatively. Thus materials commonly used today for
stress

testing

applications

have

some

limitations

like

poor

machinability, poor photoelastic sensitivity, high cost etc which are
not desired and hence introduces difficulties in testing and also
affects analysis results in terms of accuracy. In order to confiscate the
existing limitations and to ensure accurate stress testing under
dynamic situations, the authors were encouraged to find some
suitable material which does not bear these limitations thus rendering
dynamic photoelastic stress testing process to be more accurate and
industrially reliable.
EVA (ethylene vinyl-acetate), a copolymer of ethylene and vinyl
acetate is a transparent rubbery plastic which is exclusively used in
electronics industry for packaging, sealing and as an adhesive. It is
readily available, inexpensive and can be easily moulded or formed
into desired shape and hence possess good machinability. Use of
this material as dynamic photoelastic coating is not cited or
established in literature. Commercially this material still does not find
its application as a photoelastic coating material. Due to the fact that
EVA does not bear the limitations as in existing dynamic photoelastic
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coating materials, we tested and validated the effectiveness and
suitability of EVA for use in dynamic photoelastic applications and
used the material to make a thin layer of coating on face of metallic
micro-tool.

2.3.3

Polariscope: Construction and its available types
In

order

to

visualize

photoelasticity

and

correlate

it

mathematically to find desired stress parameters a polariscope is
used. Numerous types of polariscope are available in market as well
as used in research as per specific application. The most common
ones are linear polariscope, circular polariscope and grey field
polariscope. Whereas detailed descriptions about these kinds are
irrelevant here, a brief comparison among these shows that a linear
polariscope shows isochromatics and isoclinic fringes and it becomes
a daunting task to separate these two. A circular polariscope
annihilates the problem but sub fringe measurements and fringe
order determination become cumbersome, especially when the stress
gradient on the surface under observation is low. A grey field
polariscope works on detection of distribution of intensity (levels) on
the image which is simple to acquire and process. Further it uses a
very simple set of mathematical equations to evaluate stress
parameters. Due to its simplicity of implementation and mathematical
calculations we use a grey field polariscope which was modified and
customized into a Grey field poledioscope for the purpose. Interested
readers may refer to [26, 27, 28, 29, and 30] for detailed description,
mathematical derivations, calibration, advantages and disadvantages
of various types of polariscopes.
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A Grey Field Polariscope (GFP) is combination of both plane
and circular polariscope. It uses a linear and a circular polarizing
plate as its polarizer but only a linear polarizing plate as its analyzer.
Further, the analyzer rotates and a camera synchronized with it
captures images at specified orientations. In literature commonly GFP
camera captures 3 or more images for every half circle rotation of the
analyzer. These images are processed mathematically to find stress
parameters present in the sample [31]. The mathematics behind
working principle of a grey field polariscope is derived in Appendix 2.
However, under dynamic applications, where stress on the
sample changes at every instant of time, all images shall be captured
simultaneously at the same time, so that stress on the sample at a
particular time can be determined correctly. In other words, the GFP
must have all static components. In order to tackle the situation I
modified and customized the existing GFP to generate a grey field
poledioscope. A poledioscope is a combination of a polariscope and
a kaleidoscope. From design point of view, the polarizer section of a
poledioscope is same as a polariscope but in the analyzer part, a
multi image lens (beam splitter) or a kaleidoscope is used. Thus 4
different images can be captured for 4 different orientations of linearly
polarizing plates of analyzer in a single shot and hence instead of
using 4 cameras only one camera is required. We modified the
analyzer section by using a kaleidoscope on which four linearly
polarizing plates at orientations 0, 45, 90 and 135 degrees were
rigidly fixed. Figure 2.3 shows a schematic of Grey field polariscope
and Figure 2.4 shows a Grey field poledioscope.
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Figure 2.3 Schematic of a field polariscope

2.3.4 Mathematical equations for stress calculation from
images
For a Grey field polariscope/ poledioscope [31] the measured
value of light intensity from the image/ image detection unit is given
by Equation 2.10.
2

I = a §¨1+ sin Δ sin 2(α − β ) ·¸
¹
2©
I = I a + Icα cos2α + I sα sin 2α
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(2.10)
(2.11)

Figure 2.4 Modifications in a field polariscope to design a field
Poledioscope.
Where
I is the intensity of the image pixel under consideration procured from
detection unit of polariscope.
Ia = a2/2 is the average light intensity collected by detector unit.
Į is the orientation of linearly polarizing plates in the analyzer.
2

Icα = −( a sin Δ)sin 2β
2
2

I sα = ( a sin Δ)cos2β
2
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Where
a is the amplitude of circularly polarized light.
ȕ is the orientation of fast axis or equivalently orientation of first
principal strain with reference.
ǻ is the amount of phase lag for the slow axis compared to the fast
axis.
In the mentioned experimental set up images were captured at
4 different orientations of the analyzer unit i.e. (Į= 0, 45, 90 and 135
degrees). For each of these values of Į, Equation 4 can be written as
Equations 2.12 to 2.15.

)
(
I 2 = I a (1+ sin Δ cos2β )
I3 = I a (1+ sin Δ sin 2β )
I 4 = I a (1− sin Δ cos2β )
I1 = I a 1− sin Δ sin 2β

(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)
(2.15)

Solving Equations 2.12 to 15 the values of ǻ and ȕ are as
stated in Equations 2.16 and 2.17.
§
2
Δ = 1 ¨ I3 − I1 + I 4 − I 2
2I a ¨©

(

) (

§

β = 1 tan −1 ¨¨
2

©

)

1
2· 2
¸
¸
¹

I1 − I3 ·¸
I4 − I2 ¸

(2.16)

(2.17)

¹

This equation is particularly suited for sub-fringe photoelasticity
where it is difficult to identify individual fringes due to low value of
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stress induced. The phase lag (retardation) ǻ is given by Equation
2.18.

Δ = 2π C (2t ) σ11 −σ 22

λ

(

)

(2.18)

Where,
C is the stress optic coefficient.
t is the specimen thickness. (2t is used as light travels through the
coating twice in reflection photoelasticity).
ı11 and ı22 are the principal stresses.
Ȝ is the wavelength of light used.
From this equation we can find the value of difference of
principal stresses (ı11- ı22) provided that C, t and Ȝ are known. The
specimen thickness (t) and wavelength of light (Ȝ) are already known
parameters from experimental set up. The value of stress optic
coefficient (C) can be found by calibrating the polariscope with
standard known stressed specimen.
From Mohr circle the shear stress ī12 is given by Equation 2.19.

τ12 =

(σ11 −σ 22 )
tan 2β
2

(2.19)

Photoelastic methodology thus alleviates the problem of
determination of induced stress on the micro tool. However,
preservation of surface integrity of the work, which is an important
factor for generation of ultra smooth surfaces is also an important
issue and hence can not be neglected. Rise in temperature at the tool
tip during machining leads to increase in surface roughness and
results in generation of surfaces with poor surface integrity. In this
work a fiber Bragg grating sensor based methodology has been
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proposed to assess the temperature induced on tool tip during
machining. The literature review pertaining to it is depicted in the next
section.

2.4 Fiber Bragg Grating Sensor: Applications
in health monitoring
Fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensor technology is widely used for
procurement of multiple physical parameters imposed on an object
like strain, temperature, pressure, acceleration etc. In literature FBG
sensor technology has been implemented in real time applications to
acquire various parameters like strain in bridges [32], temperature in
high voltage switchgears [33], seismic force measurement [34] and
also

as

displacement

[35]

and

acceleration

sensors

[36].

Alemohammad et al. [37] have recently proposed a methodology to
embed FBG sensor on a turning tool and have validated the method
to design a smart cutting tool. However, claims pertaining to capture
of temperature data dynamically during machining operation have not
been reported yet.

2.4.1 FBG sensor: Overview and manufacturing process
A fiber Bragg grating is a sensor which is designed using
optical fibers with high dopant concentration in core region. Bare
optical fibers generally possess two layers which is necessary for
total internal reflection leading to propagation of guided beam through
them. The inner layer known as core bears higher refractive index
than the outer layer known as cladding. Optical fibers are made up of
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glass in case of glass optical fibers (GOF) or PMMA (Poly-methyl
methacrylate) in case of plastic optical fibers (POF). In either of the
types, doping materials are added to the core layer to increase the
refractive index of the core. In GOF fabrication, Germanium is used
as dopant and in POF, materials which are derivatives of Pyrrole or
Furan are used. Germanium, furan and pyrrole are photosensitive
materials. Photosensitivity is a property of permanent change in
refractive index of a material, when light of specific wavelength gets
incident on the material. [38]
To manufacture a FBG, the optical fibers are placed below
laser source emitting light of specific wavelength, usually in UV
range. A photo mask is used to let the incident light fall on desired
regions of the fiber. The refractive index permanently changes in core
layer at specific regions where UV light gets incident. By choosing an
appropriate mask, it thus becomes possible to modulate the refractive
index of the core region of optical fiber. Such variation in refractive
index leads to generation of grating like structure. Figure 2.5 shows
the manufacturing process for a FBG.
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Figure 2.5 Fabrication process for a FBG sensor

2.4.2

FBG: Operating principle
Fiber Bragg grating sensor works on the principle of combined

total internal refection and Bragg’s law. Light guided via the FBG
travels in it on the virtue of total internal reflection. However, when it
reaches the grating area, due to variation of refractive index at
spacing in order of microns, the grating acts a distributed Bragg’s
reflector and light gets reflected as well as refracted on such
microstructure. Such phenomenon occurring at microstructure is also
known as Fresnel’s reflection. The reflected wavelength is known as
Bragg’s wavelength and is given by Equation 2.20

λB = 2neΛ

(2.20)
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Where,
ȜB is the reflected Bragg’s wavelength.
ne is the effective refractive index of the core.
is the grating period.
It can thus be understood that the reflected Bragg’s wavelength shifts
with change in effective refractive index of core or with change in
grating period. This factor leads to use of FBG as a sensor.
When strain is imposed on the fiber, the fiber bends leading to
change in grating period. Similarly, when the fiber is subjected to
temperature variations, due to thermal expansion or contraction of
fiber, the grating period varies. Under these circumstances the
wavelength reflected back shifts from its original position in the
spectrum. The shift is governed by mathematical relations as
depicted by Equation 2.21. [38]
ª Δλ º
B » =C ε
«
s
« λ »
¬ B ¼

+ CT ΔT

(2.21)

Where
ǻȜB is the shift in Bragg’s wavelength.
ȜB is the nominal Bragg’s wavelength.
Cs is the coefficient of strain.
CT is the coefficient of temperature.
İ is the induced strain.
ǻT is the change in temperature.
Cs is related to strain optic coefficient pe which is material property of
optical fiber and is given by Equation 2.22

Cs = (1− pe )

(2.22)
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CT is related to both thermal expansion coefficient Į, and thermo-optic
coefficient Į’ by Equation 2.23.

CT = α + α '

(2.23)

Thus for procurement of strain and temperature using FBG at least
two of the gratings with different grating parameter is required as the
shift in wavelength is a coupled effect of both the parameters as in
Equation 2.21.

2.4.3 Applicability of FBG for health monitoring of micro
turning tool
Fiber Bragg grating sensor possess few special properties which
renders it to be suitable for accurate measurements at micro-scale.
The properties are stated below.
• Size- FBG has a small footprint ranging in order of 100-120
microns. This makes it a lucrative option where large sensors
cannot be accommodated as in case of micro-scale.
• Interference- As the procurement of measured quantity as well
as the interrogation is purely optical, so there is least chance of
radio frequency interference with other disturbances that may
affect the accuracy of measurement process.
• Ruggedness- FBG sensors can easily survive in harsh and
hostile environmental conditions.
• Multiplexing- FBG sensors can be multiplexed in a manner that
a large number of gratings inscribed on a single fiber can
capture large number of parameters. Thus to measure a
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number of parameters, individually different sensors are not
necessary.
• Remote sensing- FBG sensors can capture parameters on the
site and can transmit the signals to distant places due to their
compatibility with optical fibers without appreciable signal loss.
• Linearity- As seen from Equation the shift in Bragg’s
wavelength bears a linear relationship with strain and
temperature, so approximations can errors that arise due to
non-linearity in sensor measurement gets minimized.
These factors encouraged us to use FBG sensors for procurement
of strain and temperature induced on micro-tool during micromachining operations.

2.5 Summary
• The chapter renders the reader aware of methodologies and
supporting literature pertaining to process monitoring of micro
turning process.
• A single method or sensor can not assure effective process
monitoring at micro-scale machining.
• Footprint limitations at micro-scale invite difficulties in process
monitoring.
• The methods used in this book are based on pattern
recognition based approach for machine stiffness and material
constants

assessment,

photoelastic

method

for

stress

evaluation on the micro tool and application of FBG sensor for
temperature assessment at tool tip. A solid background,
working principles and implementation ideas available in
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literature are also explained. The proposed methodologies can
mitigate existing problems evident in micro turning process thus
ensuring accuracy, tool life enhancement and preservation of
surface integrity of machined surface.
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Chapter 3

Problem Statement
The basic objective of this work is to monitor the health of micro
turning process dynamically to prevent tool breakage, enhance
accuracy and surface integrity of the machined surface. The problem
handling consist of following three heads1) Development and implementation of pattern recognition
based approach for evaluation of machine stiffness and
material constants dynamically.
2) Assessment of stress induced on the micro turning tool
using photoelastic technique.
3) Assessment of real time temperature induced at the tip of
micro-tool

using

fiber

Bragg

grating

sensor

and

subsequent monitoring of surface integrity.

3.1 Motivation
The fish bone diagram in Figure 3.1 depicts the reasons and
motivation for taking up such projects
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Figure 3.1 Fishbone diagram pertaining to motivating factors for the
project
A brief description on the figure shows the fact that the
proposed project deals with three basic issues viz. Tool breakage,
economy and previous work and achievements. It’s an urge in today’s
micro machining industry to avoid tool breakage and ensuring surface
integrity of machined surface. Although the micro machining industry
is worth multi-billion dollars, but no significant work is described in
literature or used in industry, which can effectively address process
monitoring of micro cutting processes. These challenges and
opportunities inspire us to undertake the proposed project. The
issues have been solved by facilitating an integrative methodology
involving techniques ranging from computer algorithms to sensor
integration.
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3.2 Proposed methodology
The book deals with addressing viable solutions to the existing
problems, challenges and limitations of micro turning processes. The
issues are addressed using three sets of experimental work and
subsequent proposal of methodology to implement them. A brief
account of proposed methodologies and their contribution in
eradicating the limitations are described next.
Method 1: Assessment of machine stiffness and material constants
Stiffness in physical sense refers to resistance offered by a body to
deformation. Assessment of machine stiffness lets the operator to
choose proper machining parameters viz. depth of cut, feed rate,
spindle rpm etc. Similarly material constants equip us with machining
dynamics occurring due to contact machining process. In this work,
‘pattern recognition based algorithm’ is proposed which works on
error adaptive fuzzy logic combined with a rule base and dynamically
assess the machine stiffness and material constant during runtime.
Assessment of these parameters ensures accuracy of machining
process and preserves surface integrity of machined surface.
Method 2: Assessment of real time stress induced on the tool
Induced shear stress on the tool during runtime was assessed using
‘photoelastic technique’. For this purpose, a custom designed field
poledioscope integrated with a high speed camera was developed.
The tool face was coated with birefringent material and fringe
patterns during dynamic machining operations were recorded. Real
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time shear stress was evaluated by processing these images using
set of mathematical equations. This methodology can prevent sudden
tool failure. In addition, as the tool is near to fracture, the nominal
stress patterns during machining process changes appreciably. By
tracking these changes prior prediction of tool failure can be
assessed.
Method 3: Assessment of temperature induced on tool tip and its
relationship with surface integrity of machined surface.
Miniature tool size restricts embedding of large sensors for
procurement of parameter viz. temperature at tool tip during
machining process. Further assessment of multiple parameters
becomes a daunting task subject to increase of sensor footprint when
large number of parameters is to be assessed. Although Kim et al. [6]
have demonstrated tool failure detection system using multiple
sensors, but the claimed results were on macro-scale and hence the
fidelity of same on micro-scale cannot be assured. In this work, ‘fiber
Bragg grating sensors (FBG)’ is used to procure dynamic values of
temperature. The methodology essentially involves mounting the
sensor on micro turning tool. Knowledge of dynamic temperature on
the tool helps the operator to gain insight on surface integrity and tool
breakage can be prevented by monitoring machining conditions by
considering changes in temperature induced.

3.3 Summary
• Process monitoring of micro turning is a lucrative area with
huge turnover and publication benefits. Industrial benefits
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include prevention of tool breakage, increase in accuracy and
better surface integrity of the work which automatically
increases economy.
• The approaches used are computer algorithm based pattern
recognition approach used for machine stiffness and material
constant

assessment

instrumentation

based

to

ensure

photoelastic

process

accuracy,

methodology

for

assessment of stress map on the tool to alleviate tool breakage
and fiber Bragg grating sensor based approach to evaluate tool
tip temperature to monitor surface integrity of work.
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Chapter 4

Assessment
of
stiffness
and
constants

machine
material

Machine stiffness and material related constants in micro
turning process influences machining accuracy. As stiffness is a
quantitative measure of deformation of a body subject to applied
force, low values of machine stiffness results in deflection of tool and
tool holder which in turn adversely affects desired accuracy of
machining process. Material related constants are equally important
in micro turning as their values and change reflects change in
machining dynamics. Thus it becomes essential to assess the values
of machine stiffness and material related constants in real time, so
that proper accuracy of the machining process can be ensured. As
stated in Chapter 2, in this work the machine stiffness and material
constants are assessed using pattern recognition based comparative
pattern adjustment methodology which uses an algorithm generated
using rule base combined with fuzzy logic based error adaptive
increment or decrement of step size. The entire methodology is
shown in Figure 4.1.
This methodology involves the following four steps.
1.

The initial step is to solve the above micro turning process
model to draw the reference plots of cutting forces v/s time
and feed forces v/s time. In order to do this computation
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machine stiffness and material related constants are assumed
based on similar cases.
2.

Use of dynamometer to acquire both cutting and feed force
run data while micro turning of specific tool-material
combinations at desired process conditions is under way, and
plotting the similar machining forces v/s time graphs.

3.

A tree clustering algorithm to fragment the plots into clearly
distinctive patterns. This deals with comparing the patterns
such as minima, maxima and slopes of plot images and
computes the pattern matching error based on Euclidean
distance for all pairs of image patterns.

4.

Optimization of step size for increment or decrement of the
constants to be determined to abridge the dissimilarities
between the respective geometric patterns of plot images
using fuzzy logic based error adaptive increment or
decrement algorithm.

Figure 4.2 shows the flowchart of the methodology implemented in
MATLAB software and tested by practical experiments conducted on
DT-110 micro machining center using Kistler-9256C dynamometer.
As mentioned in the flowchart error in terms of distance is compared
between force patterns generated from experiment and that
generated from model. The force pattern generated at varying values
of machine stiffness and material constants are depicted next. These
patterns imbue the reader with a basic idea of nature of change in
force patterns with change in stiffness and material constants.
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Figure 4.1 Block diagram for proposed pattern matching methodology
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Continued……..
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Continued……
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Continued………
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Figure 4.2 Flowchart for the proposed rule-base for the algorithm
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4.1 Forces v/s Time Plots from Simulink
Based Model
The mathematical models for micro turning process proposed by
Piotrowska et al. [14] were implemented in Simulink as shown in
Figure. A1.4. The initial set of machine stiffness and materials
constants chosen were Kex= Key= 500 N/mm, Cf = 6.8×104, Cc = 250,
and Cr = 8.5. In order to test the proposed methodology, authors
determined these values through iterations, such that the force
models represent similarity with the published literature. However,
one can standardize some of these constants based on similar cases
using appropriate techniques such as Case Based Reasoning (CBR),
which is beyond the scope of this work. The tool related parameters
such as length of tool holder (lh= 28.5mm); width of the tool (bȯ=
0.094mm) and work piece radius/size (r = 3mm) are used in
concordance with the experimental set up. Figure 4.3 shows the plots
drawn for cutting and feed forces as function of time plotted from the
computation results generated for different sets of machine stiffness
and material constants.
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Figure 4.3 Forces v/s time plots under different stiffness and material
constants
(I)

Graph for cut force with variation in Kex. (II) Graph for feed
force with variation in Kex. (III) Graph for cut force with
variation in Cc. (IV) Graph for feed force with variation in Cc.
(V) Graph for cut force with variation in Cr. (VI) Graph for feed
force with variation in Cr. (VII) Graph for cut force with variation
in Cf. (VIII) Graph for feed force with variation in Cf.
These patterns were used to generate a database recording

variations in cut and feed force with changes in values of machine
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stiffness and material related constants. An experiment was
conducted next to assess the force vs. time plots during dynamic
micro turning operations.

4.2 Integration of Experimental Force v/s
Time Data
The experiment was conducted on DT-110 Micro Machining
Center of MikroTools, Singapore. For micro turning experiment, work
was mounted into the spindle rotating about Z-axes. A single point
polycrystalline diamond insert mounted on HSS tool shank (Model:
TCMX 1.81. 50), manufactured by Sumitomo Carbide, Japan was
mounted horizontally in X-Y plane. In order to facilitate the force
measurements, the tool post was mounted on Kistler Dynamometer
(Model: 9256C). The dynamometer, which is of five-channel type,
acquires the cutting forces along three axes (Fx, Fy, and Fz) and
moments along two axes (Mx and Mz) as its output. However, tool
mounting was such that micro turning experiments were conducted
on micro X-Y plane and material is removed from the bottom face of
work piece as illustrated schematically along with the images of the
setup in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4 Micro turning experimental setup.
The values of cut and feed forces were found using equations 4.1
and 4.2.
§

·

Fc = ¨¨ Fx + M z ¸¸
a ¹
©
§

(4.1)
·

F f = − ¨¨ Fy + M x ¸¸
h ¹
©
Thus

the forces

(4.2)
vs.

time

plots

were

obtained under

experimental conditions in real time. The force patterns obtained from
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the experiment and the model were compared using a rule base
which is described in the next section.

4.3 Rule Based Approach for Image Patterns
Comparison
A rule-based algorithm has been proposed for comparative
adjustment of minima, maxima and slope patterns of time dependent
machining force graphs, plotted by experimental and theoretical data
sets. The initial process involves fragmentation of force v/s time plots
using

tree

clustering

algorithm.

Subsequently,

comparative

adjustment of set of patterns either to their nearest value or threshold
values is performed using rule based algorithm.
4.3.1 Fragmentation of images into different patterns
In this work both the machining force graphs (i.e. Cutting force
v/s time and Feed force v/s time plots) were fragmented into smaller
sections with termed patterns and features namely first minima,
second minima, first maxima, second maxima, slope of rise segment,
slope of constant segment and slope of fall segment as shown in
Figure 4.5. The fragmentation was done based on tree clustering
algorithm proposed by Mora-Gonzalez et al [39]. From the simulation
iterations, the effects of machine stiffness and material constants on
cutting force and feed force in micro plane turning have been
investigated and summarized in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.5 Image patterns for comparative error adjustment between
plots by Simulink model and experimental dataset
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Table 4.1 Effect of process parameters on cut and feed force image
patterns
Sl.

Increase

No

in

Effect on Cut Force

Effect on Feed
Force

parameter
1

Cf

Negligible Effect

First and
second maxima
increase.

2

Kex and

First maxima increases, Left

Left shift in First

Key

shift (Lesser time delay), Slope

maxima.

of rise segment increases,
Length of constant segment
increase.
3

Cc

First and second maxima

Negligible Effect

increases, Second minima
increases
4

Cr

First and second maxima

Negligible Effect

increase, Slope of fall segment
decreases, Minute change in
second minima

4.3.2 Comparative adjustment of set of patterns using the
rule base
The rule based algorithm adopted for this micro turning process
performs comparative adjustment of set of patterns from force v/s
time graphs plotted from the data set computed from Simulink based
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model and the experimental force data set. The input data for the
algorithm include
1. Cut force vs. time and feed force vs. time graph from machine
(experimental) data
2. Initially values for machine stiffness and material dependent
constants Kex, Key, Cc, Cf and Cr
3. Radius of tool (Be)
4. Length of tool holder (Lh)
5. Radius (size) of work piece (r)
6. Depth of cut (ap)
7. Feed velocity (vf )
8. Thr_Delay, Thr_Maxima and Thr_Max as threshold values of
acceptable value of difference in the position of hot points (set
of recognized patterns) in the graphs.
The outputs from this algorithm include the computed data set of Kex,
Cc, Cf and Cr at convergence of graphs. The efficiency of this rule
based algorithm depends on selection of patterns (hot points) on the
graph, measure of distances (similarities), dimension and resolution
of distances, etc. In this work considering the nature of graphs
obtained for cutting and feed forces, the following recognizable
patterns have been chosen as hot points to perform comparative
pattern adjustments.
1) MAX is the 2-Dimensional Array in which each row stores a
coordinate of maxima point for the Cut Force vs. Time graph.
Column 1 of MAX has data of X-coordinate of points and
Column 2 of MAX has data of Y-coordinate of points.
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2) MAXF is the 2-Dimensional Array in which each row stores a
coordinate of maxima point for the Feed Force vs. Time graph.
Column 1 of MAX has data of X-coordinate of points and
Column 2 of MAX has data of Y-coordinate of points.
3) MIN is the 2-Dimensional Array in which each row stores a
coordinate of minima point for the Cut Force vs. Time graph.
Column 1 of MIN has data of X-coordinate of points and
Column 2 of MIN has data of Y-coordinate of points.
4) E_Maxima (error in maxima for cut force graph) is calculated by
subtracting the Y-coordinates of maxima points of the Cutting
Force vs. Time graph obtained from model from the Ycoordinates of maxima points of Cutting Force vs. Time graph
obtained from experimental data.
5) E_Minima (error in minima for cut force graph) is calculated by
subtracting the Y-coordinates of minima points of the Cutting
Force vs. Time graph obtained from model from the Ycoordinates of minima points of Cutting Force vs. Time graph
obtained from experimental data.
6) E_Delay (error in delay) is calculated by subtracting the Xcoordinate of first maxima points of the Cutting Force vs. Time
graph obtained from model from the X-coordinates of first
maxima points of Cutting Force vs. Time graph obtained from
experimental data.
7) E_Len_Seg (error in length of segment) is calculated by
subtracting the length of segments of the Cutting Force vs.
Time graph obtained from model from the length of segments of
Cut Force vs. Time graph obtained from experimental data.
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8) E_Slope (error in slope) is calculated by subtracting the slope
of segments of the Cutting Force vs. Time graph obtained from
model from the slope of segments of Cutting Force vs. Time
graph obtained from experimental data.
9) E_Maximaf (error in maxima for feed force graph) is calculated
by subtracting the Y-coordinates of maxima points of the Feed
Force vs. Time graph obtained from model from the Ycoordinates of maxima points of Feed Force vs. Time graph
obtained from experimental data.
10)

E_Delayf (error in delay for feed force graph) is calculated

by subtracting the X-coordinates of first maxima points of the
Feed Force vs. Time graph obtained from model from the Xcoordinates of first maxima points of Feed Force vs. Time
graph obtained from experimental data.
In order to perform comparative adjustments at respective
patterns, for example to compute the errors in item no 4 to 10, many
distance-measuring techniques have been used in previous image
processing

and

pattern

Euclidean

distance,

recognition

squared

literature.

Euclidean

These

distance,

include
city-block

(Manhattan) distance, Chebychev distance, power distance, and
percentage disagreement. Selection of right method of measure is
application dependent. As the application of pattern comparison for
machining force graph by rule based algorithm combined with tree
cluster approach has been attempted first time in this work, I have
adopted Euclidean distance measurement method. This is because; it
is the geometric distance in the multidimensional space, usually
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computed from raw data, and not from standardized data. In this
method the distance between any two patterns is not affected by
addition of new patterns to the analysis as long as the scale among
the pattern dimensions remains same. It is computed as equation 4.3
Distance (x,y) = {i (xi - yi)2 }½

(4.3)

Figure 4.5 illustrates the typical pattern comparative adjustment
performed between experimental curve and its corresponding
theoretically computed curves.

For every, Euclidean distance

measured between two graphs, a set of if-then-else rules as shown in
flow chart (Figure 4.2) have been designed that serves as criteria for
matching. In order to appreciate the design of this algorithm, one of
the conditions used in this algorithm is explained next.
In second decision box of the flowchart states that, if error in
first maxima is negative (i.e. the first maxima of the graph obtained
from the experiment has lesser amplitude than the graph obtained
from model by assumed values of constants then it is clear from the
table 4.1 that a decrement of Kex is required. If Kex is decreased the
graph obtained from our model will fall in amplitude and will match the
graph obtained from experiment. This is one of conditions for
decrement of Kex. Now in each recursive step of model run for
matching, the increment or decrement step for Kex and other
constants need to be determined. For example, in the flowchart we
have used Kex= Kex - Kex_step i.e. by what shall we decrement Kex
value. If the step size is very small the number of recursions will be
very large resulting computationally intensive analysis. On the
contrary, coarse step size may not compute accurate machine
stiffness values. In order compute optimized step size a fuzzy logic
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based error adaptive algorithm has been integrated. This will help to
determine optimal values of increment or decrement of the constants
in every recursion, considering stochastic nature of micro turning
process, where machine stiffness and material conditions vary nonlinearly. The next section deals with fuzzy logic based error adaptive
algorithm to complete the desired task.

4.4 Fuzzy based error adaptive algorithm
The

Mamdani

based

fuzzy

algorithm

[40]

has

been

implemented to determine optimized step size for machine stiffness
and material constants values for adaptive comparison of patterns of
machining force models curve (for example Kex_step size as
discussed above). The fuzzy system has been initially trained based
on the computational outputs obtained from the above-discussed
models implemented in Simulink. As discussed earlier, the initial set
for the constants were selected based on prior experience or
datasheet supplied by cutting tool manufacturers or combination of
both as discussed in Section 4.1.

The Simulink model has been

processed by varying the values of the constants (Kex, Cc, Cf and Cr),
and subsequently determining the range (maximum and minimum
limit values) by analyzing the drastic changes in pattern of forces v/s
time curves. In this work, the operating range for the constants has
further divided into 11 parts as shown in Table 4.2 to create the
membership functions. Dividing the entire range into parts refer to
dividing the data points into clusters. The clustering was done based
on city block distance method as reported in [41]. Such triangular
fuzzy functions for each of the constants (Kex, Cc, Cf and Cr), for the
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image patterns (maxima, minima, slopes) and also for their changes
are generated. In Figure 4.6, the typical triangular fuzzy functions
generated by iterative Kex_step values are shown.
Table 4.2 Limits for membership functions
Sl.

Membership

Edge

Mid

Edge

No.

Function

Value

Value

Value

1

Small (S)

P1

P2

P3

2

Medium Small

P3

P4

P5

(MS)
3

Medium (M)

P5

P6

P7

4

Medium Large

P7

P8

P9

P9

P10

P11

(ML)
5

Large (L)

The next step involves error optimization using these triangular
fuzzy functions and rule base to determine minimum step size for the
machine stiffness and material constant variables such that on
pattern comparative adjustment for the Euclidean distance measured
between model and experimental curve as discussed in section 4.2 is
minimum. For this purpose, fuzzy rule base has been designed as
discussed in [42] for each constants (Kex, Cc, Cf and Cr) and for image
patterns (maxima, minima, slopes). The fuzzy algorithm during run
requires the present value of Kex and the present error in Maxima,
Minima and Slope as input.
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Figure 4.6 Generation of membership functions
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These inputs then pass through the previously trained model to
provide Kex_step (required value of step for increment or decrement
in Kex) as output. Figure 4.7 shows the typical fuzzy rule base and the
flowchart used to compute optimized Kex_step size to have better
pattern comparative adjustment between the model and experimental
curves. For other constants (Cc, Cf and Cr) similar methodology has
been implemented.

Figure 4.7 Fuzzy rule base and algorithm to determine minimum step
size for improved pattern comparative adjustment
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4.5 Implementation

and

validation

of

methodology
The overall methodology to compute machine stiffness and
material constants dynamically during micro turning operations as
discussed in Section-4.3 and 4.4 has been implemented on MATLAB.
The entire methodology has been tested by conducting micro turning
experiments. The details on experimental setup and data acquisition
have been discussed in section 4.2. Initially micro turning forces were
calculated using Simulink Model, assuming the initial values for
stiffness and material constants. The experiments were conducted at
two levels as shown in Table 4.3, with a dynamometer to record cut
force and feed forces generated in micro plane turning. The pattern
recognition algorithm was processed to identify appropriate patterns
(maxima, minima, slope etc.) to perform pattern comparative
adjustment between the theoretical and experimental curves.
Table 4.3: Micro turning process variables
Parameter

Data Set 1

Data Set 2

1. Feed Velocity

7 mm/min

3 mm/min

2. RPM

2500 rpm

4500 rpm

3. Depth of cut

25 micron

70 micron

The plots obtained from experiment and the matched plots from
model are shown in Figure 4.8. The algorithm yields the
corresponding values of constants resulting in match. These values
are presented in Table 4.4.
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(a) Experiments at feed= 7mm/min; spindle speed= 4500 rpm and depth of cut= 70 micron

(b) Experiments at feed= 3 mm/min; spindle speed= 2500 rpm and depth of cut= 25 micron

Figure 4.8 Matched force curves after pattern comparative
adjustment
Table 4.4: Computed machine stiffness and material constants
Constants

Kex=Key=K

Cc

Data Set 1

6.328 N/μm

239.45 8.02

6.7863 ×104

Data Set 2

6.392 N/μm

248.62 8.21

6.81×104
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Cr

Cf

4.6 Discussions
• It is very well appreciated that in micro turning process, because of

operational and physical differences (size effects), there is a poor
understanding in response of micro machine structure and elastic
deflection of tiny tool and work pieces that makes dynamic process
control a daunting task.
• In this work a generic methodology to compute dynamically the
machine stiffness and material related constants by monitoring the
changes in patterns of cut and feed forces over time has been
developed.
• The proposed rule based approach to perform comparative pattern
adjustment of force v/s time plots is independent of material, tool, and
geometry being cut; irrespective of the processing conditions, cutting
forces are measured dynamically using dynamometer and match the
respective patterns with the theoretical curve to assess the machine
stiffness and material constants.
• In process monitoring, these changes in Kex, Key, Cc, Cf and Cr
constant values, would play a decisive role, as they reflect the
change in micro cutting dynamics. Implementation of this process to
micro turning demonstrates the easy adaptation of the methodology.
This pattern error adjustment based algorithm can be implemented to
any micro cutting operations, provided the basic process models and
clear definition of material stiffness and material dependent constants
are available.
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Chapter 5

Assessment of real time stress
map of the tool
The previous chapter dealt with assessment of machine
stiffness and material related constants using a fuzzy logic based
algorithm combined with a rule base. Although the proposed
methodology could ensure accuracy of machining process but in
order to alleviate tool breakage incipient in micro turning, a
methodology needs to be integrated with the former one. Shear
stress induced on the tool during the process is a primary factor
leading to tool failure. This chapter emphasizes on procurement of
real time stress map on the tool which can be useful to mitigate
problems related to tool breakage.
To asses the real time stress map on the micro turning tool,
photoelastic methodology was used. This was conducted by
designing a customized set up with inbuilt high speed photoelastic
image capturing facility. The designed set up for photoelastic
experiment was attached to micro-machining center to facilitate the
process. The experimental set up to appreciate the methodology is
explained next.

5.1 Experimental set up
The experimental set up used consists of 4 parts:
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1. The micro machining center (Manufactured by Mikrotools DT110, Singapore).
2. Set up for tool holder with polished and birefringent material
coated tool.
3. A custom designed Grey field poledioscope with high speed
imaging facility.
4. Set up for calibration and testing of the poledioscope.
We describe in detail regarding the materials, methods and the
process involved in creating the experimental set up.

5.1.1Micro machining center
In order to conduct micro turning process a micro machining
center manufactured by Mikrotools DT 110, Singapore was used.
Figure 5.1 shows the set up of the center with tool mounted on tool
holder, a brass spindle for micro turning fixed on work piece holder
along with the custom designed Grey field poledioscope.

5.1.2 Coating the micro turning tool with photoelastic
material
For photoelastic experiment it is mandatory that the sample under
investigation must be birefringent. The tool used here manufactured
by Sandvik Coromant (MAFL3010 1025) is a metallic micro tool and
hence was devoid of such property. The front plane of the tool was
cleaned and polished and then coated with a thin layer of Ethylene
Vinyl Acetate (EVA) a copolymer of ethylene and vinyl acetate. For
dynamic applications usually materials like Urethane or synthetic
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rubber is used as they posses a low value of stress wave velocity as
stated in Section 2.3.2. After iterative experiments with various

Figure 5.1 Complete experimental set up with machine, tool and the
poledioscope
materials it was found that EVA yields the best performance and
hence is suitable for our application. The suitability was judged by
taking the fact into consideration that the material posses a low value
of stress wave velocity so that the camera is able to record variation
in stress or fringe patterns. If the stress wave velocity is too high it
results in recording blurred images. We tested the stress wave
velocity of the EVA sample which was to be used. The mathematical
expression relating dynamic young’s modulus, density of a material
and stress wave velocity is given by Equation 5.1 [43]
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ED = v2 ρ

(5.1)

Where
ED is the dynamic modulus of elasticity.
v is the stress wave velocity.
ȡ is the material density.
In order to access the dynamic young’s modulus, a cylindrical
specimen of the material was loaded on Q- Test Universal Testing
Machine (UTM) and the relationship between stress and strain was
obtained using ASTM D638 standard method. The set up and the
relationship are shown in Figure 5.2. The young’s modulus in elastic
limit was found approximately equal to 0.0105 GPa. Subsequently the
material density was assessed and was found to be 9.254 X 102
Kg/m3. Thus the value of stress wave velocity is 106.542 m/sec.
Materials with stress wave velocity of this order are used in dynamic
photoelasticity as in [24].

5.1.3 Development

of

Grey

field

polariscope

and

poledioscope
Details for development of a poledioscope and its features
along with its need in dynamic photoelastic applications have already
been explained in Section 2.2.3. 4 linearly polarizing plates
manufactured by Edmund Optics, USA were fixed on a single 1:4
beam splitter at orientations Į= 0, 45, 90, and 135 degrees. Images
via these 4 plates were captured simultaneously using four different
cameras. High power LED manufactured by SunLED Corporation
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USA (Part number: XZMYL109S) with peak wavelength of 590 nm
was used as light source.

Figure 5.2 (a) Set up for calculation of dynamic young’s modulus (b)
Plot for Stress v/s strain

5.1.4 Calibration and testing set up
The poledioscope was calibrated using disk under compression
and calibrated instrument was verified using the same test under
different

loading conditions. The experiment

for

disk

under

compression was performed by clamping a disk coated with the same
photoelastic material and subsequently by loading the upper clamp
using known load. The stress optic coefficient found using calibration
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was used in equations depicted in Section 2.2.4 to perform dynamic
stress analysis.
This section dealt exclusively with experimental set up for
procurement of stress map of the micro turning tool. The
experimental procedure is explained in the next section.

5.2. Experimental Procedure
The procedure for stress evaluation consists of 2 steps:
1. Calibration and testing of the instrument.
2. Recording dynamic stresses during micro turning operation.

5.2.1Calibration and testing of the instrument
For calibration a circular disk with diameter 8.930 cm and
thickness 1.76 mm, coated with the same birefringent material layer
of thickness 1.36mm was subjected to compressive loading under
load of 4.55 N. A schematic is presented in Figure 5.3 (a).
From theory of elasticity [44], the solutions for the normal stresses
along the horizontal diameter are given by:
§ 2
2·
σ x = σ11 = 2P ¨ D2 − 4 x 2 ¸
π hD ¨© D + 4 x ¹¸

2

§
¨
4
σ y = σ 22 = − 2P ¨¨ 4D 2
π hD ¨ § 2
D + 4 x2 ·¸
¨ ¨©
¹
©

(5.2)
·
¸
−1¸¸
¸
¸
¹
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(5.3)

§
·
¨
¸
4
2
2
σ11 −σ 22 = 8P ¨¨ D − 4D x2 ¸¸
π hD ¨ § 2
2· ¸
¨ ¨© D + 4 x ¹¸ ¸
©
¹

(5.4)

Where, P is the applied load, h and D are the sample thickness
and diameter respectively. The values of ǻ (phase lag) on X axis of
the disk were scanned with respect to position of the point on the
axis. A smooth and continuous curve was obtained by fitting these
data points in MATLAB. Authors used Gaussian fit to extract a
continuous curve from the discrete dataset. Initially different fitting
methodologies like exponential fitting, Fourier fitting, trigonometric
fitting etc were tested. Among all the Gaussian fit was selected as it
showed least SSE (Sum of squares due to error) equal to 2.716e-3,
R-square nearest to 1 bearing a value 0.9857, and RMSE (Root
Mean Squared error) equal to 3.13e-3.
The calculated stress using the continuous curve so obtained
was correlated with the stress values obtained using mathematical
formula and the stress optic coefficient for the material was
determined. The calculated value for stress optic coefficient is 2.01 X
10-10 Pa-1.
Verification for the determined value of stress optic coefficient
was conducted by the same set up, under different load condition of
P= 8.87 N. Good agreement was found between theoretical and
experimental values and is depicted in Figure 5.3 (b).
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Figure 5.3 (a) Schematic for disk under compression (b) Principal
stress difference v/s distance along X axis of the disk under
compression.

5.2.2 Recording images during dynamic conditions
Tool images were recorded under dynamic conditions during
micro turning process in a continuous manner. Turning process was
carried out with depth of cut being 100 micron, the feed velocity being
0.5 mm/min while the spindle was rotating at 2500 rpm. Casio EXILIM
ZR-200 camera was used in high speed movie mode at 1000 fps
(frames per second) and images were captured during dynamic
operation. These images include the tool and also a number of other
components like tool holder, work piece, work piece holder and other
materials adjoining the tool. These unnecessary objects were
cropped out, so that proper analysis could be performed. The
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processed images captured for an instant t= 1 second are presented
in Figure 5.4. The results obtained form the experiment is presented
next.

Figure 5.4 Captured images at 0, 45, 90 and 135 degree analyzer
orientation at t= 1 second of machining operation

5.3 Experimental Results
The captured images were processed using the mathematical
equations 2.12 to 2.19. For this purpose a MATLAB code was
generated and 4 images for 4 orientations were fed in the program as
input at a particular instant of time. Thus at any instant of time
authors were able to asses the shear stress values at any point of the
tool face. Complete shear stress map at time instants t=1 and 2
seconds along with variation of stress at a particular point at these
time instants is shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5 Complete shear stress map on the tool surface at time 1
and 2 second.

5.3 Discussions
• It is very well understood that due to process complexity and
miniature tool size of turning process at micro scale, mapping
stresses during dynamic operating conditions is a difficult task.
• The difficulty is conciliated here using a very simple but robust
photoelastic coating methodology.
• Except for the timing overheads in calibrating the instrument,
the process is fully dynamic and can provide online stress map
induced due to contact machining process at different time
instants.
• The methodology proposed does not require tool and machine
parameters (machine stiffness, material constants etc), tool
geometry (nose radius, relief angle, rake angle etc) or running
conditions (feed, depth of cut, spindle RPM etc) for calculation
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of shear stress. These factors add to the versatility of the
process.
• The methodology can effectively check tool breakage and
inconveniences caused due to the same as complete shear
stress map at every instant of dynamic operation is available to
the user.
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Chapter 6

Fiber Bragg grating sensor for
tool temperature assessment
The

preceding

two

chapters

exclusively

dealt

with

enhancement of accuracy and measures for remedy of tool breakage
during micro turning operations. However, the current industrial
demand is to obtain ultra smooth surfaces by turning operation which
is optically efficient. Such surfaces are used in aspherics, mirrors for
high power lasers, solar concentrators etc. Satisfying the current
demand by achieving desired surface integrity which is defined as a
topographical mechanical, chemical and metallurgical state of optical
surfaces that alters their functional performance is a major issue. In
order to assess the surface finish of materials suitable for the desired
applications, it becomes essential to assess temperature induced
during machining these materials as temperature alters physical and
surface properties of materials directly and indirectly. In order to
address the same, the temperature induced at the tool tip of micro
turning tool during operation needs to be assessed. This not only
provides information regarding surface integrity of machined surface
but also enhances tool life by reducing tool edge wear which occurs
at high machining temperatures. To facilitate the methodology, a fiber
Bragg grating sensor based approach is proposed, in which a FBG
sensor is mounted near to the tool tip and temperature during
machining operations is assessed in real time.
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Experiments were conducted with customized set up of FBG
sensor and interrogator integrated with diamond turning machine, to
assess the values of temperature on the micro turning tool with
parametric variations in micro turning process. Further relationships
between temperature induced in the process and its impact on
surface integrity of machined surface for three different materials
were recorded. The tool used for the process was supplied by
Sandvik Coromant MAFL 3010 turning insert. The tool is made up of
whiskered type Silicon carbide. For recording temperature variations
with change in turning parameters, a spindle of optical grade
Alumunium alloy (Al 6061) was used. To assess the variations in
surface quality of machined surface with variations in temperature,
three different materials namely Alumunium 6061, OFHC (Oxygen
free highly conducting copper) and optical grade stainless steel were
used. These materials were selected as they are used to produce
optical reflectors and surfaces and hence preserving surface quality
in these materials stands as a key factor for their efficient utilization in
requisite applications. The operations were carried out on a precision
diamond turning machine manufactured by Taylor and Hobson DT
250. In the next section we deal the procedure to mount FBG sensor
on the micro tool. Attempts to eliminate cross sensitivity issues
prevalent during measurement of strain and temperature has been
particularly emphasized.
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6.1 Mounting a Fiber Bragg grating sensor
on the tool
In this work, single Bragg grating was used to record the
induced temperature on tool tip during machining process. As in
Section 2, a Bragg grating is sensitive to both temperature as well as
strain which is known as cross sensitivity and must be eliminated to
procure one of these parameters accurately. Due to extremely small
footprint and cost issues on use of multi-channel interrogator we used
a single grating to procure a single parameter viz. temperature. The
sensor was so mounted on the tool that the tool and sensor acts as
separate bodies and is not rigidly attached. The free mounting was
conducted using an ultra thin tape. Due to free mounting the strain on
tool is not sensed by the FBG whereas the temperature on tool tip
could be sensed, as the FBG just touches the tool tip. The FBG in our
experiment possess temperature sensitivity of 10 pm/degree C shifts
in Bragg’s wavelength. Figure 6.1 depicts a FBG sensor mounted on
the tool along with tool holder. The experimental procedure has been
depicted next.

Figure 6.1 FBG sensor mounted on the tool
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6.2 Experimental procedure
The tool mounted with FBG was fixed on the tool post and the
sensor was connected to interrogator circuit. Micron optics SI 425
interrogator was used for this purpose. The interrogator possesses a
scan rate of 12.4 Hz. The entire set up is as shown in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2 The entire set up for procurement of temperature
As mentioned 2 experiments were conducted viz. the first one
being impact of variation of temperature with variation in machining
parameters in turning and the second one being assessment of
surface integrity with variation in temperature, so we explain them in
next sections.
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6.2.1.

Impact

of

parameter

variations

on

induced

temperature
Three most convincing parameters were considered in this
regard. The dynamic variation in temperature with depth of cut, feed
and spindle rpm were studied for 9 different combinations. The work
piece was optical grade Alumunium 6061 and the diameter of work
piece was 50 mm. The parametric condition for machining process on
which the temperature was recorded in dynamic way is as in Table
6.1.
Table 6.1 The machining conditions
Condition

Feed

Depth of cut

Spindle

Number

(micron/revolution)

(micron)

speed

1

1

5

3000

2

1

10

2000

3

1

15

1000

4

10

5

2000

5

10

10

1000

6

10

15

3000

7

100

5

1000

8

100

10

3000

9

100

15

2000

6.2.2 Impact of temperature variation on tool tip on surface
integrity
The tool mounted with FBG sensor was used for machining
alloys of Al 6061, OFHC (Oxygen free highly conducting copper) and
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stainless steel on a micro-facing machine. The feed was fixed at 1
micron/second, the depth of cut being 0.1 mm and spindle rotation
was fixed at 1000 rpm. The experiments were conducted in a
chamber

with

temperature

regulation

facility.

The

induced

temperature on the tool tip was recorded for 20 minutes for each of
these operations using FBG interrogator.
Each of these machined optical materials was subjected to
surface profile check using a profilometer (model number- PGI 400)
manufactured by Taylor Hobson. The profilometer was stylus based
contact type. A diamond stylus traverses over the desired surface
and records the profile. The profile is called primary profile. Surface
roughness and waviness are key factors in ensuring surface integrity.
These are extracted from primary profile by passing the profile plot
through software based signal filters as recommended by DIN EN
ISO 4288, ASME B46.1 standards [45]. Talysurf software compatible
with the profilometer was used for the purpose. The set up for surface
finish measurement is as shown in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3 Profilometer set up
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6.3 Results
The plots corresponding to the recorded temperature for 9
combinations of Table 6.1 is as in Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4 Temperature in degree Celsius at tool tip vs. machining
time under varying machining conditions.
The plots for induced temperature for three different alloys
machined for 20 minutes with the best fit is shown in Figure 6.5
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Figure 6.5 Temperature rise at tool tip during 20 minutes of
machining operation for 3 different materials.
Equations 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 are best fits for Al-6061, OFHC and
stainless steel respectively. Exponential fit generated best fit for Al6061 and OFHC whereas Gaussian fit was suitable for stainless
steel.

TAlumunium (t ) = 32.22e−6.616×10−6t − 4.809e−0.023t

(6.1)

TCopper (t ) = 27.96e−9.733×10−7 t − 0.7634e−0.094t

(6.2)

2)

TSteel (t ) = 35.88e(−((t −624.3)/423.8)
2

+35.03e(−((t −1291)/401.4) )
2
+2.088e(−((t −951.8)/146.7) )
2
+20.39e(−((t −151.1)/262.2) )
2
+9.175e(−((t −24.99)/107.8) )
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(6.3)

Where, T is the induced temperature and t is the time of machining.
The measured profile is as shown in Figure 6.6

Figure 6.6 Surface roughness (a) Al (b) OFHC (c) Stainless steel and
waviness profiles (a) Al (b) OFHC (c) Stainless steel measured using
profilometer

6.4 Discussion
From the experimental results, following can be concluded
regarding temperature on tool tip procured using FBG sensor during
machining of optical materials and surface integrity of machined
surface.
• The increase in temperature on tool tip during machining is
dependant on hardness of material being machined. As it can
be well understood from temperature profiles, the temperature
rise is highest for stainless steel due to its considerable
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hardness

in

contrast

to

other

optical

materials

under

consideration.
• The rise in temperature also depends on thermal conductivity
and rate of heat dissipation of material being machined. OFHC
although possess greater hardness than Aluminum, but due to
its high conductivity, the rise of temperature during machining
process is less.
• Rise in temperature during machining has profound impact on
surface integrity of machined surface. As seen here, the
surface roughness approximately doubles and the waviness
gets approximately tripled on 10 degree rise in temperature on
tool tip under similar machining conditions.
• The increase in temperature on tool tip with change in
machining parameters follows a fixed pattern. It increases
rapidly to a certain temperature after which the rise is very
small. Such nature of curves is due to machining process
conducted in temperature regulated chamber.
It can thus be well understood that monitoring the temperature on
the tool tip during machining process on the tool tip can preserve
surface integrity thus ensuring better quality of machined surfaces. In
this work a very simple procedure to do the same is proposed by
mounting a FBG sensor on the tool tip. The method can be used to
assess real time temperature variation on tool tip which would be very
difficult

to

be

done

by conventional

methods

like

use

of

thermocouples or thermistors due to size limitation of machining tool
at micro-scale. Further the surface profile obtained is related to
temperature at the tool tip during machining which can effectively
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preserve surface integrity, a necessary factor for generation of ultrasmooth surfaces.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion
The work deals with dynamic process monitoring of micro
turning process which lets a user to abdicate the existing problems
persistent in the process. At micro-scale due to footprint limitations,
issues pertaining to accuracy, tool breakage and surface integrity
arise which are critical to be monitored and is also a daunting task.
Inaccurate machining, tool breakage and poor surface finish renders
the tool as well as work-piece unusable which has profound impact
on economy and returns on investment (ROI) in large scale micromachining industries and batch production centers. Unfortunately,
very little research has been conducted so far to address these
issues simultaneously at micro-scale which has resulted in absence
of such technologies in market and industry.
This work addresses on a case viz. micro turning and proposes a
detailed idea on complete process monitoring. As for this work three
methodologies have been proposed to reach the claimed objective.
• Pattern recognition based approach- Pattern recognition based
algorithm proposed here enables a user to control machine
stiffness and material constant parameters which in turn
ensures accuracy of cutting process.
• Photoelastic methodology- The photoelastic

methodology

checks tool breakage by generating real time stress map of
induced stress on the micro turning tool at every instant of time
to the user.
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• FBG based methodology- The FBG based methodology
procures temperature at the tool tip dynamically which can be
used to check tool breakage as well as can ensure surface
integrity of the machined surface.
• These methodologies are generic in nature and are simple to
be implemented and hence can be equally well extended to
other processes like micro-milling, micro-drilling etc.
The completed work and the work with future perspective is as
shown in Figure 7.1 as schematic

Figure 7.1 A schematic showing the completed work and future scope
of integration
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Future Work
The future work deals with extension of these proposed
methodologies which covers the following heads
• Integration of the proposed methods in a symbiotic manner to
procure stiffness data, material related constant values, stress
and temperature on the tool tip.
• Design of a feedback loop based controller which takes in the
measured parameters as input and controls the CNC machine
in a way such that health monitoring of the machine and tool
can be ensured.
• Application of these methodologies to other material removal
processes like micro milling, micro drilling etc.
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Appendix 1

Derivation of mathematical
model for micro turning
process
In literature, there are two approaches for modeling the forces
generated in cutting process. They are the Kienzle approach, which
states that the force is proportional to cross sectional area of the
contact and the other approach states that the force is proportional to
product of cross sectional area and velocity. Thus the proposed
mathematical equations in the literature for forces generated in
cutting process are as in Equations A1.1 and A1.2

F = cA
F = cAv

(A1.1)
(A1.2)

The Kienzle approach is not suitable for cutting processes at
micro-scale as verified by experimental observations and hence a
more general model is required which is combination of both
proposed mathematical equations.

F = c1 A1 + c2 A2v

(A1.3)

The feed velocity is given by equation A1.4

v f = nf

(A1.4)

Where f is the given feed and n is the rotational work speed.
The work piece velocity is given by equation A1.5

vω = 2π nr

(A1.5)
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Where, r is radius of the work piece.
Thus the tool approaches faster if the rotational work speed is
more. The tool contact with work-piece in micro turning is illustrated in
Figure A1.1.

Figure A1.1 Schematic of tool contact with work-piece
The cross sectional area of cut is given by equation A1.6

Ac = a p f

(A1.6)

The cross sectional area of feed is given by equation A1.7

Af = a pbε

(A1.7)

During dynamic operation the parameters of equations A1.6
and A1.7 becomes function of time and can be rewritten as equations
A1.8 and A1.9

Ac (t ) = a ap (t ) f a (t )

(A1.8)

Af (t ) = aap (t )bε

(A1.9)

Equation A1.3 in dynamic domain can be rewritten as

Fc (t ) = cc Ac (t )vc (t ) + cr Ar (t )
Here Ar(t) is the common frictional area.
Putting A1.8 in A1.10 we get equation A1.11
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(A1.10)

Fc (t ) = cc f a (t )a ap (t )vc (t ) + cr Ar (t )

(A1.11)

As work piece is being cut, so vc(t) refers to work piece velocity vȦ.
Putting the value in A1.11 from A1.5 we obtain A1.12

Fc (t ) = cc f a (t )a ap (t )2π n(r − d a (t )) + cr Ar (t )

(A1.12)

Here r is the net radius of work piece and da(t) is amount of
metal cut out from net radius. The scenario can be visualized from
Figure. The instantaneous radius thus becomes (r - da(t)). Figure
A1.2 provides a view of nomenclature of symbols used in the
derivation.

Figure A1.2 Figure for nomenclature of symbols in micro turning
(Adapted from Piotroswaka et al [14])
From equation A1.4 we put the value of n in equation A1.12 to obtain
A1.13
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n=

vaf (t )

f a (t )

Fc (t ) = ccvaf (t )a ap (t )2π (r − d a (t )) + cr Ar (t )

(A1.13)

Cc and Cr are the model constants depending on materials.
The cutting force Fc(t) affects the work tool and is responsible
for its elastic deflection in orthogonal direction of feed. On the
contrary the feed force influences the elastic deflection of work tool in
opposite direction of feed.
The displacement of the turning tool on the work piece surface is
given by da(t) as A1.14.
t

t

0

0

d a (t ) = ³ vaf (s)ds = n³ f a (s)ds

(A1.14)

Where, t is the turning time.
The feed force is given by A1.15

F f (t ) = c f Af (t )vaf (t ) = c f bε aap (t )vaf (t )

(A1.15)

Thus in the model the common frictional area term is added to the cut
force but not to the feed force.
The tool tip is at the origin Ow at the beginning of process. The
feed and cut force acts on the tool and lead to deflection in X and Y
directions respectively. Let we denote the deflections by įx and įy
respectively.
The actual position of tool tip Ps in X-Y coordinate system is
thus given by equations A1.16 and A1.17

Ps, x (t ) = v f t − δ x (t )

(A1.16)

Ps, y (t ) = −δ y (t )

(A1.17)
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Here feed was in X direction. It can be well understood that the
actual point where cut is to be made is never achieved in process due
to tool deflections.
From A1.14 we can rewrite it as A1.18

d a (t ) = Ps, x (t )

(A1.18)
t

This could be written as d a (t ) = ³ v af (s)ds and v af ( s) is the feed velocity
0

and always acts in the X direction as per our convention.
Taking derivative of A1.16 with time we obtain A1.19
.

.

Ps, x (t ) = v f − δ x (t )

(A1.19)
.

Putting A1.14 in place of Ps, x (t ) we get A1.20
.

vaf (t ) = v f − δ x (t )

(A1.20)

Thus it can be inferred that the actual instantaneous feed
velocity, depends on the given feed velocity and the derivative of
displacement of tool tip. As usual, the displacement is calculated from
the appropriate force over process stiffness. In this model process
stiffness has been distinguished in two directions viz. X and Y i.e. Kex
and Key and they depend on height, weight and length of tool holder
and also on material properties.
From the logic aforesaid the relationships between stiffness,
forces and displacements are given by A1.21 and A1.22

δ x (t ) =

F f (t )
Kex

(A1.21)
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δ y (t ) = Fc (t )

(A1.22)

Key

Putting Ff(t) from A1.15 into A1.21 we get A1.23

δ x (t ) =

c f bε aap (t )vaf (t )
= cx aap (t )vaf (t )
Kex

(A1.23)

Putting Fc(t) from A1.13 into A1.22 we get A1.24

ccvaf (t )aap (t )2π (r − d a (t )) + cr Ar (t )
Key
= cyvaf (t )aap (t )(r − d a (t )) + cr Ar (t )
Key

δ y (t ) =

(A1.24)

Where

cx =

c f bε
c 2π
and c y = c
Key
Kex
We now define a force called active force Fa, which is

summation of feed force (Ff) and cut force (Fc) as A1.25.

Fa = F f + Fc

(A1.25)

The force affects the total displacement and is denoted by įa. It
is calculated by Pythagoras theorem as in A1.26

δ a (t ) = δ x (t )2 + δ y (t )2

(A1.26)
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Figure A1.3 Tool deflection during machining (Adapted from
Piotroswaka et al [14])
The displacement in depth of cut da ap (t ) is also affected by total
displacement δ a (t ) and is given by A1.27
§
2·
2
da ap (t ) = lh − lh2 − δ a (t )2 ≈ lh − ¨¨ lh − δ a (t ) ¸¸ = δ a (t )
2lh ¸ 2lh
¨
©

(A1.27)

¹

This is obtained by Taylor’s series expansion of square root terms.
From figure the instantaneous depth of cut can be written as A1.28

a ap (t ) = a p − da ap (t ) ≈ a p − δ a (t )
2lh
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2

(A1.28)

A1.23 and A1.24 gives the deflection in X and Y directions
respectively. From A1.23

aap (t )vaf (t ) = δ x (t ) . We put it in A1.24 to
cx

obtain A1.29

δ y (t ) =

cy
δ (t )(r − d a (t )) + cr Ar (t ) =
cx x
Key

(A1.29)

t
cy
δ x (t )(r − ³ vaf (τ )dτ ) + cr Ar (t )
cx
Key
0

A1.30 gives the derivative of this equation
.

δ y (t ) =
.

t
º
cy ª« .
a (τ )dτ ) − δ (t )v a (t ) »
t
r
v
δ
(
)(
−
x
x
f
³0 f
»
cx «

¬«

¼»

(A1.30)

+ cr Ar (t )
Key
From A1.20,

.

δ x (t ) = v f − vaf (t )

Putting it in A1.29 we get A1.31
.

δ y (t ) =
.

t
º
cy ª«
a (t ))(r − v a (τ )dτ ) − δ (t )v a (t ) »
(
−
v
v
x
f
f
f
f
³
»
cx «
0

«¬

»¼

(A1.31)

+ cr Ar (t )
Key
Taking derivative of A1.28 we get A1.32
.
.
δ
(
t
)
δ
(t )
a
a
a
a p (t ) = −
lh

Where δ a (t ) =

(A1.32)

δ x (t )2 + δ y (t )2

So the derivative of this is written as A1.33
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.

.

δ (t )δ x (t )+ δ y (t )δ y (t )
δ a (t ) = x
δ x (t )2 + δ y (t )2
.

(A1.33)

Putting A1.26 and A1.33 in A1.32 we get A1.34
.
.
.
δ x (t )δ x (t )+ δ y (t )δ y (t )
a
a p (t ) = −
lh

(A1.34)

Putting derivative of įx and įy from A1.20 and A1.30 we get A1.35
ª
º
cy
«
»
a
«δ x (t )(v f − v f (t )) + δ y (t )
»
cx
«
»
«ª
t
º »
.
a ap (t ) = − 1 «« «(v f − v af (t )(r − vaf (τ )dτ ) − δ x (t )vaf (t )» + »»
»
lh « «
0
¬
¼ »
«
»
.
« c A (t )
»
« r r
»
« Key
»
¬
¼

³

(A1.35)

.

From A1.20, v af (t ) = v f − δ x (t ) and from A1.23, δ x (t ) = cx a ap (t )v af (t ) .
Taking the derivative we get A1.36
.

.

.

δ x (t ) = cx aap (t ) vaf (t ) + cx aap (t ) vaf (t )

(A1.36)

Putting A1.36 in A1.20 we obtain A1.37
.

.

vaf (t ) = v f − cx a ap (t ) vaf (t ) − cx a ap (t ) vaf (t )
.

(A1.37)

.

cx a ap (t ) vaf (t ) = v f − vaf (t )(1+ cx a ap (t ))
So we obtain A1.38
.

vaf (t ) =

.

v f − vaf (t )(1+ cx a ap (t ))
cx a ap (t )
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(A1.38)

The list of all derived differential equations represents the
mathematical model of the system. These are equations A1.14, 20,
31, 35 and 38
.

d a (t ) = vaf (t )
.

δ x (t ) = v f − vaf (t )
.
c
δ y (t ) = y
cx

ª
«(v
« f
¬«

− vaf (t ))(r −

.
º
(t )
c
A
a
a
r
r
»
v f (τ )dτ ) − δ x (t )v f (t )» +
K
ey
0
¼»
t

³

ª
cy
«
a
«δ x (t )(v f − v f (t )) + δ y (t ) c
.
x
«
a ap (t ) = − 1 «
.
lh «
« + cr Ar (t )
«
Key
¬

.

ª
«(v
« f
«¬

t

0

.

vaf (t ) =

v f − vaf (t )(1+ cx a ap (t ))
cx a ap (t )

We solve these differential equations in Simulink to generate
solutions to the unknown dynamically. The model generated in
Simulink is as in Figure A1.4.
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ºº

− vaf (t )(r − ³ vaf (τ )dτ ) − δ x (t )vaf (t )»» »»
»¼ »
»
»
»
»
¼

Figure A1.4 Simulink model for dynamic solution of model of micro
turning process
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Appendix 2

Derivation of working principle
of Grey field polariscope
Circularly polarized light is simply two orthogonal linear
polarized light vectors that are ¼ period (90 degrees) out of phase.
Considering only the vector sum of these waves, circularly polarized
light is described as a single light vector of constant amplitude that
rotates about the axes on which it propagates. By viewing these
waves along the propagation axes, the head of the resultant light
vector sweeps out a circle.
When circularly polarized light propagates through or is reflected
back from a stressed birefrigent medium, the portion of circular light
along the slow axis is retarded by a phase lag ǻ, with respect to light
propagating along the fast axis of the sample given by equation A2.1

Δ = 2π Cd σ1 −σ 2

λ

(

)

(A2.1)

Where,
d is the material thickness.
Ȝ is the wavelength of light.
C is the stress optic coefficient of the material.
ı1 and ı2 are the first and second principal stresses. Principal
stresses refer to the stresses pertaining to the principal axis of the
body.
The two orthogonal components of circularly polarized light,
after being reflected or transmitted via the birefrigent medium, are no
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longer 90° out of phase, so the light exiting the material now takes an
elliptical shape with fast and slow axis transmission amplitudes given
by Equation A2.2

A1' = a cos ¨¨ ωt + Δ + β ¸¸
2
©
¹
§

A2'

·

(A2.2)

§
·
= a sin ¨¨ ωt − Δ + β ¸¸
2
©
¹

Where, ‘a’ is the amplitude of the circularly polarized light and Ȧ
is the temporal angular frequency of the wave. ‘ȕ’ is the orientation of
fast axis (first principal strain direction) to the reference direction.
DerivationLet us consider the components of circularly polarized light be
acos (Ȧt) and asin (Ȧt). We consider a simple form as these
assumed components are orthogonal to each other.

Figure A2.1 Vectors for circularly and elliptically polarized light
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It is an obvious fact and can be seen from Figure A2.1 that
elliptically polarized light is same as circularly polarized light but with
a phase shift included. We consider the shift as ȕ. So the elliptically
polarized light can be expressed in the form: asin (Ȧt+ȕ) and acos
(Ȧt+ȕ). Now as stated earlier, when light passes through a
birefringent medium, the slow axis lags the phase of fast axis by a
phase lag say ǻ. So the waves exiting out of the birefringent medium
is of the form of equation A2.3.

A1' = a cos ¨¨ ωt + Δ + β ¸¸
2
©
¹
§

A2'

·

(A2.3)

§
·
= a sin ¨¨ ωt − Δ + β ¸¸
2
©
¹

It is obvious to be seen that (ǻ/2- (-ǻ/2) = ǻ), thus satisfying the
phase lag condition of birefringence.
It is convenient to express A1 and A2 in terms of axes of the
ellipse Amaj and Amin.

Amaj = A1 cos(π ) − A2 sin(π ) = 1 ( A1 − A2 )
4
4
2
π
π
1
Amin = A2 cos( ) − A1 sin( ) = ( A2 − A1)
4
4
2
ª
º
a
Δ
Amaj = «cos(ωt + β + ) − sin(ωt + β − Δ )»
2
2 »¼
2 «¬
ª
º
= a «cos(ωt + β + Δ ) + cos(π + ωt + β − Δ )»
2
2
2 »¼
2 «¬
ª
º
= a «cos(ωt + β + Δ + π − π ) − sin(ωt + β − Δ + π + π )»
2 4 4
2 4 4 »¼
2 «¬
π
Δ
π
= 2a cos( − )cos(ωt + + β )
4 2
4

cosA-sinB=2cos(A-B/2)cos(A+B/2)
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In a similar manner,

Amin = 2a cos(π + Δ )cos(ωt + π + β )
4 2
4
In a field polariscope (GFP) the analyzer rotates. The intensity
of light is maximum when the analyzer aligns with the major axis of
ellipse and is minimum when it aligns with the minor. The figure
shows arbitrary orientation of analyzer with respect to reference
frame (axis).

Figure A1.2 Relationship of light wave vectors with major and minor
axes of ellipse
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The sum of projections of major and minor axes components of
light on the present analyzer axis (displaced by Į from reference axis)
can be written as equation A2.4

Aα = Amaj cos(α − π − β ) + Amin sin(α − π − β )
4
4

(A2.4)

The intensity is given as the square if amplitude.

I = Aα 2

(A2.5)

Using equation A2.4 and A2.5, after trigonometric manipulations

I = I a + I cα cos2α + I sα sin 2α
2

(

I = a 1+ sin Δ sin 2(α − β )
2

)
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(A2.6)
(A2.7)

Appendix 3

MATLAB code for machine
stiffness and material constant
evaluation
Main program
clear all
close all
hold off
clc
kex(:,1)=0:.005:1.5;
kex(:,2)=505;
cf(:,1)=0:.005:1.5;
cf(:,2)=78;
be(:,1)=0:.005:1.5;
be(:,2)=0.2;
cc(:,1)=0:.005:1.5;
cc(:,2)=.009554;
cr(:,1)=0:.005:1.5;
cr(:,2)=.7;
sim('Microtool_Model')
sim('Microtool_Model1')
thr_delay=.001;
thr_maxima=.001;
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thr_max=.001;
h=figure('position',[1 1 640 400],'Name','Cut Force Original');
subplot(h,221)
subplot(2,2,1);
set(gcf,'position',[20 60 1200 600 ])
title('Cut Force Original ');
[e_delay e_maxima e_slope e_lseg]= error1(c1,c2,tout,'r','g');
subplot(2,2,2);
title('Feed Force Original');
[e_delayf e_maximaf e_slopef e_lsegf]= error2(f1,f2,tout,'r','g');
i=1;
f_kex_inc=0;
f_kex_dec=0;
while (abs(e_delay(1)) >thr_delay ||abs(e_maxima(1)) >
thr_maxima||abs(e_maxima(2)) > thr_max ||abs(e_maximaf(1)) >
thr_maxima) % || e_maxima(1) > thr_maxima ) % || e_slope >
thr_slope || )
data4(i,:)=[1000-kex(1,2) e_maxima(1) e_delay(1)];
if (e_maxima(1)<0 && e_delay(1)>=0 && e_slope(1)<0 &&
e_lseg(2)<0 && f_kex_inc==0)% && e_delay(2)==0 &&
e_delay(3)==0)
kex(:,2)=kex(:,2)-(10);
f_kex_inc=0;
f_kex_dec=1;
elseif (e_maxima(1)>0 && e_delay(1)<=0 && e_slope(1)>0 &&
e_lseg(2)>0 && f_kex_dec==0)%&& e_delay(2)==0 &&
e_delay(3)==0)
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kex(:,2)=kex(:,2)+10;
f_kex_inc=1;
f_kex_dec=0;
elseif (e_maxima(1)<0 && e_maxima(2)<0 && e_slope(3)>0 &&
abs(e_maxima(3))<=0.002)%e_lseg<0 && e_slope(1)<=0
cr(:,2)=cr(:,2)-0.1;
f_kex_inc=0;
f_kex_dec=0;
elseif (e_maxima(1)>0 && e_maxima(2)>0 && e_slope(3)<0 &&
abs(e_maxima(3))<=0.002)
cr(:,2)=cr(:,2)+0.1;
f_kex_inc=0;
f_kex_dec=0;
elseif (e_maximaf(2)<-0.005)% && e_delayf(1)<=0 )
cf(:,2)=cf(:,2)-(1);
f_kex_inc=0;
f_kex_dec=0;
elseif (e_maximaf(2)>0.04)% && e_delayf(1)>=0 )
cf(:,2)=cf(:,2)+(1);
f_kex_inc=0;
f_kex_dec=0;
elseif (e_delayf(1)<0 && f_kex_dec==0 )
kex(:,2)=kex(:,2)+(10);
f_kex_inc=1;
f_kex_dec=0;
elseif (e_delayf(1)>0 && f_kex_inc==0)
kex(:,2)=kex(:,2)-(10);
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f_kex_inc=0;
f_kex_dec=1;
elseif ( e_maxima(3)>0) % e_delay(1)>0 && e_slope(1)>0 &&
e_slope(2)<=0 && e_maxima(1)<0 &&
cc(:,2)=cc(:,2)+.001;
f_kex_inc=0;
f_kex_dec=0;
elseif (e_maxima(3)<0) %e_delay(1)<0 && e_slope(1)<0 &&
e_slope(2)>=0 && e_maxima(1)>0 &&
cc(:,2)=cc(:,2)-.001;
f_kex_inc=0;
f_kex_dec=0;
else
break;
end
i=i+1;
if i>=150
i;
end
sim('Microtool_Model');
%h=figure('position',[1 401 640 800],'Name','Cut Force Original');
subplot(2,2,3,'replace');
title('Cut Force ');
[e_delay e_maxima e_slope]= error1(c1,c2,tout,'r','g');
h1=subplot(2,2,4,'replace');
title('Feed Force ');
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[e_delayf e_maximaf e_slopef e_lsegf]= error2(f1,f2,tout,'r','g');
end
h=legend('Machine Data','Model Data');
set(h,'Units','pixels','OuterPosition',[590 6.333 601.33
26],'Orientation','horizontal','box','off')

Function error1
function [e_delay e_maxima e_slope e_lseg]=
error1(c1,c2,tout,clr1,clr2)
[max1 min1 data1 t1]=mm(c1,tout,clr1); % reference
[max2 min2 data2 t2]=mm(c2,tout,clr2); % from model
e_delay= max1(:,1)-max2(:,1);
e_maxima=max1(:,2)-max2(:,2);
[r c]=size(max1);
s1(1)=(data1(1,2)-max1(1,2))/(data1(1,1)-max1(1,1));
l_seg_graph_1(1)=sqrt((data1(1,2)-max1(1,2))^2+((data1(1,1)max1(1,1))^2));
for i=1:r-1
s1(i+1)=(max1(i,2)-max1(i+1,2))/(max1(i,1)-max1(i+1,1));
l_seg_graph_1(i+1)=sqrt(((max1(i,2)-max1(i+1,2))^2)+(((max1(i,1)max1(i+1,1))^2)));
end
i=r;
[r c]=size(data1);
s1(i+1)=(data1(r,2)-max1(i,2))/(data1(r,1)-max1(i,1));
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l_seg_graph_1(i+1)=sqrt((data1(r,2)-max1(i,2))^2+((data1(r,1)max1(i,1))^2));
[r c]=size(max2);
s2(1)=(data2(1,2)-max2(1,2))/(data2(1,1)-max2(1,1));
l_seg_graph_2(1)=sqrt((data2(1,2)-max2(1,2))^2+((data2(1,1)max2(1,1))^2));
for i=1:r-1
s2(i+1)=(max2(i,2)-max2(i+1,2))/(max2(i,1)-max2(i+1,1));
l_seg_graph_2(i+1)=sqrt(((max2(i,2)-max2(i+1,2))^2)+(((max2(i,1)max2(i+1,1))^2)));
end
i=r;
[r c]=size(data2);
s2(i+1)=(data2(r,2)-max2(i,2))/(data2(r,1)-max2(i,1));
l_seg_graph_2(i+1)=sqrt((data2(r,2)-max2(i,2))^2+((data2(r,1)max2(i,1))^2));
e_slope=s1-s2;
e_lseg=l_seg_graph_1-l_seg_graph_2;
Function error2
function [e_delay e_maxima e_slope e_lseg]=
error2(f1,f2,tout,clr1,clr2)
[max1 min1 data1 t1]=mmf(f1,tout,clr1); % reference
[max2 min2 data2 t2]=mmf(f2,tout,clr2); % from model
e_delay= max1(:,1)-max2(:,1);
e_maxima=max1(:,2)-max2(:,2);
[r c]=size(max1);
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s1(1)=(data1(1,2)-max1(1,2))/(data1(1,1)-max1(1,1));
l_seg_graph_1(1)=sqrt((data1(1,2)-max1(1,2))^2+((data1(1,1)max1(1,1))^2));
for i=1:r-1
s1(i+1)=(max1(i,2)-max1(i+1,2))/(max1(i,1)-max1(i+1,1));
l_seg_graph_1(i+1)=sqrt(((max1(i,2)-max1(i+1,2))^2)+(((max1(i,1)max1(i+1,1))^2)));
end
i=r;
[r c]=size(data1);
s1(i+1)=(data1(r,2)-max1(i,2))/(data1(r,1)-max1(i,1));
l_seg_graph_1(i+1)=sqrt((data1(r,2)-max1(i,2))^2+((data1(r,1)max1(i,1))^2));
[r c]=size(max2);
s2(1)=(data2(1,2)-max2(1,2))/(data2(1,1)-max2(1,1));
l_seg_graph_2(1)=sqrt((data2(1,2)-max2(1,2))^2+((data2(1,1)max2(1,1))^2));
for i=1:r-1
s2(i+1)=(max2(i,2)-max2(i+1,2))/(max2(i,1)-max2(i+1,1));
l_seg_graph_2(i+1)=sqrt(((max2(i,2)-max2(i+1,2))^2)+(((max2(i,1)max2(i+1,1))^2)));
end
i=r;
[r c]=size(data2);
s2(i+1)=(data2(r,2)-max2(i,2))/(data2(r,1)-max2(i,1));
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l_seg_graph_2(i+1)=sqrt((data2(r,2)-max2(i,2))^2+((data2(r,1)max2(i,1))^2));
e_slope=s1-s2;
e_lseg=l_seg_graph_1-l_seg_graph_2;
Function mm
function [max min data m]=mm(c1,tout,clr)
hold on;
data(:,1)=tout;
data(:,2)=c1;
[r c]=size(data);
plot(data(:,1),data(:,2),['-' clr]);
grid on;
j=1;
for i= 1:r-1
m(i)=(data(i+1,2)-data(i,2))/(data(i+1,1)-data(i,1));
if(data(i,2)== 0)
X_cross(j)= data(i,1);
j=j+1;
elseif (data(i,2)*data(i+1,2)<0)
X_cross(j)=data(i,1)-(data(i,2)/m(i))
%X_cross(j)= (data(i,1)+data(i+1,1))/2;
j=j+1;
end
end
if data(r,2)== 0
X_cross(j)=data(r,1) ;
j=j+1;
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end
hold on;
j=j-1;
y1=zeros(1,j);
j=1;
k=1;
if m(1)<0
max(k,:)=data(1,:);
k=k+1;
elseif m(1)>0
min(j,:)=data(1,:);
j=j+1;
end
for i= 1:r-2
if m(i)<0 && m(i+1)>0
min(j,:)=data(i+1,:);
j=j+1;
elseif m(i)>0 && m(i+1)<0
max(k,:)=data(i+1,:);
k=k+1;
end
if abs(m(i))>50 && m(i)<0 && m(i+1)<0
max(k,:)=data(i,:);
max(k+1,:)=data(i+1,:);
k=k+2;
end
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end
if m(r-1)>0
max(k,:)=data(r,:);
k=k+1;
elseif m(r-1)<0
min(j,:)=data(r,:);
j=j+1;
end
plot (min(:,1),min(:,2),'Xg');
plot (max(:,1),max(:,2),'*b');
end
Function mmf
function [max min data m]=mmf(f1,tout,clr)
hold on;
data(:,1)=tout;
data(:,2)=f1;
[r c]=size(data);
plot(data(:,1),data(:,2),['-' clr]);
grid on;
j=1;
for i= 1:r-1
m(i)=(data(i+1,2)-data(i,2))/(data(i+1,1)-data(i,1));
if(data(i,2)== 0)
X_cross(j)= data(i,1);
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j=j+1;
elseif (data(i,2)*data(i+1,2)<0)
X_cross(j)=data(i,1)-(data(i,2)/m(i))
%X_cross(j)= (data(i,1)+data(i+1,1))/2;
j=j+1;
end
end
if data(r,2)== 0
X_cross(j)=data(r,1) ;
j=j+1;
end
hold on;
j=j-1;
y1=zeros(1,j);
j=1;
k=1;
if m(1)<0
max(k,:)=data(1,:);
k=k+1;
elseif m(1)>0
min(j,:)=data(1,:);
j=j+1;
end
for i= 1:r-2
if m(i)<0 && m(i+1)>0
min(j,:)=data(i+1,:);
j=j+1;
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elseif m(i)>0 && m(i+1)<=0
max(k,:)=data(i+1,:);
k=k+1;
end
if m(i)>=1 && m(i+1)<=1
max(k,:)=data(i+1,:);
k=k+1;
end
end
if m(r-1)>0
max(k,:)=data(r,:);
k=k+1;
elseif m(r-1)<0
min(j,:)=data(r,:);
j=j+1;
end
h2=plot (min(:,1),min(:,2),'Xg');
h3=plot (max(:,1),max(:,2),'*b');
set(get(get(h2,'Annotation'),'LegendInformation'),'icondisplaystyle','off'
)
set(get(get(h3,'Annotation'),'LegendInformation'),'icondisplaystyle','off'
)
end
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Appendix 4

Code for dynamic shear stress
evaluation
clear all
clc
lameda=590*(10^(-9));
C=2.8*(10^(-10));
t=.00142;
image=['Untitled-1.tif.jpg';
'Untitled-3.tif.jpg';
'Untitled-5.tif.jpg';
'Untitled-7.tif.jpg'];
for d=1:4
img=imread(image(d,:));
img=rgb2Grey(img);
img=imresize(img,[300 600]);% 448 1390
[r c]=size(img);
img1=zeros(r,c,'uint8');
k=1;
for i= 1:r
flag=0;
i
for j=1:c/2
if (img(i,j)>=250 && flag==0)
continue
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end
flag=1;
img1(i,j)=img(i,j);
I(k,1,d)=double(img(i,j));
I(k,2,d)=double(i);
I(k,3,d)=double(j);
k=k+1;
end
end
for i= 1:r
flag=0;
i
for j=c:-1:c/2
if (img(i,j)>=250 && flag==0)
continue
end
flag=1;
img1(i,j)=img(i,j);
I(k,1,d)=double(img(i,j));
I(k,2,d)=double(i);
I(k,3,d)=double(j);
k=k+1;
end
end
subplot(2,2,d);
imshow(img1);
mn(d)=mean(I(:,1,d));
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d
end
Ia=mean(mn);
delta=zeros(r,c);
beta=zeros(r,c);
Icalpha=zeros(r,c);
Isalpha=zeros(r,c);
sigma1_2=zeros(r,c);
[r1 c1 h1]=size(I);
for i=1:r1
delta(I(i,2,2),I(i,3,2))=(sqrt(double(((I(i,1,3)-I(i,1,1))^2)+((I(i,1,4)I(i,1,2))^2))))/(2*Ia);
beta(I(i,2,2),I(i,3,2))=atan2(double(I(i,1,1)-I(i,1,3)),double(I(i,1,4)I(i,1,2)))/2;
end
[r c]=size(delta);
for i= 1:r
for j=1:c
%Icalpha(i,j)=-(Ia*sin(delta(i,j))*sin(2*beta(i,j)));
sigma1_2(i,j)=(delta(i,j)*lameda)/(2*pi*C*(2*t));
end
end
maxs=max(max(sigma1_2));
mins=maxs;
[r c]=size(sigma1_2);
for i=1:r
for j=1:c
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if(sigma1_2(i,j)<mins && sigma1_2(i,j)~=0)
mins=sigma1_2(i,j);
end
end
end
s=zeros(r,c);
for i=1:r
for j=1:c
if(sigma1_2(i,j)~=0)
s(i,j)=(((sigma1_2(i,j)-mins)/(maxs-mins))*155)+100;
end
end
end
stress_image=uint8(round(s));
map(:,1)=0:1/ceil(maxs):1;
map(1:(ceil(maxs)+1)/2,2)=0:(2/(ceil(maxs))):1;
map(1:(ceil(maxs)+1)/4,3)=0:(4/(ceil(maxs))):1;
figure;
map=zeros(ceil(maxs)+1,3);
for i=2:ceil(maxs)+1
if(map(i-1,3)<254)
map(i,3)=map(i-1,3)+2;
map(i,2)=map(i-1,2);
map(i,1)=map(i-1,1);
elseif map(i-1,2)<254
map(i,2)=map(i-1,2)+2;
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map(i,3)=0;
map(i,1)=map(i-1);
else
map (i,1)=map(i-1,1)+2;
end
end
for i=1:3
map(:,i)=map(:,i)/max(map(:,i));
end
imshow(sigma1_2,map)
colorbar('location','westoutside')
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